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UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH FLOl;UDA, TAMPA, FLA.

OCTOBER 9, 1968

STUDENTS GET 3 MORE VOTES

U. Senate Reappottions
ex-officio members as the president
appoints. There are presently 13 ex. officio members, a larger number
than was _in · any other group. Exofficio members have votes.
The colleges were reapportioned
to raise Basic Studtes seats from five

The University Senate voted to
reapportion Wednesday to bring the
entire Senate into balance with the
.
number of ex-officio members.
Membership is now 24 faculty, six
administrative and profesional, five
non-academic, five students and such

to seven, Business Administration
from three to four, Engineering from
two to three, Education from four to
seven, 'a nd Liberal Arts from 10 to 12.
THE PRESIDENT has final approval on this action.
.
Charles Arnade, chairman
of the Election Committee
which gave the report initiating the reapportionment, said
his committee felt that . the
ex-officio • membership was
growing with the additfon of
colleges and the growth of the
University and that the other
c<1-tegories of members should
be increased likewise.
The . Election Committee's
recommendation ta restrict:
the size of ex-officio/ members
was lost.

Brown•Gets Senate Post
Former Chief Justice Ben
Brown has been appointed to
the University Senate. He will
fill a vacancy made by Chuck
Tonkin's resignation.
·
The appointment was, evidently, riot without contention.
Brown, a politically active
and controversial figure, has
recently been involved in the
controversy over the acceptance of a Students for a
Democratic Society (SDS). He
was to ' head the group this
fall, before the SDS p~tition
was deniea.
.
Brown, -as Chief · Justice,
was instrumental in authoring
the ' Student Bill of Rights before he left the post last. April.
It was here the controversy
over Brown's appointment
started. Scott Barnett, presi- .
dent of Student Government
nominated Robert Mussel-

with SDS, Brown said that he
has "never been formally affiliated with national SDS."
"This summer Fran (Felty)
and Ray (Hooks) and I talked
about starting a chapter."
Ben , stressed · the w o r d,
"talked." " I did want to lead
the group."
"I was interested in gefting
some of the old McCarthy
people interested. I do pot ac,
cept all the policies of the Na0
tional SDS, I'm not even familiar with all of them. I
don't think a USF member of
the SDS would be looked upon;
the . same as members on
other campus~s, and ' of

white for the Chief . Justice's
post. Finally current jusUce
Al Torrence was approved by
the.legislature. ·
·
Brown's most recent involvement was with Senator
Eugene McCarthy's bid for
the presidential nomination.
It was rumQred that he had
aspiratio~s for the SG presi~
dential elections this winter.
. Barnett has said that he
"was •able to inject tremendous enthusiasm for· student
rights into student government." ·
Brown was ·informed of his
appointment last Friday.
He, was not surprised by his
appointment. He had talked to
Frank: Winkles previously and
was told his name would be
considered.
Brown also had a few:th~gs ..,·
to clear up: On his affiliation
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:Fall ls In The . Air. . . ; If Only By .The Calendar .
dents, but they still turn up at th~ beach
:to

Positiol1s•.Open
For U. Sena,te
f!"~E;':ibt:~
mendationslo the-Senate. ·
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0
0
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every weekend without many' complaiJit.s'.
Hilt just to keep the cold-blooded ones happy, ..
· the weather usually gets into_the low 70s by .
the end of · Octob~r.
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c,~.n·_trol

Student .F" e·es'

the 1969-71 term. Nominations , ·University Center ' '(CTR) appoint the. committee . a ~d
will be taken through .Oct. 29.. 156A.
~
that he include students and
Nominations -for the position . Members of the non- some of •the faculty _who have
.
.
_
n:iust be ng de in t?ree catego- acad~mi? categclry · <
?~ place _ been .~tu_dyi~g the ~atter. . .
,,.,. -<> •·•' :-·-A1 "!.L,;- '$,•-~~ . ;.:- , ;.;,,,,_ _ ~ . ~ ' ' ... ·- ·'·.
n~s_1?~}1;1_e mbers m, t:J:!e san;i:,_,., -ni:n_mna!IO~S.;,."" t~rougl.!:.. .. ~:111e -- '' -,¾ _
_µ1a101: ~~
-;\.~~nl§7 -- . . :BY RAY: ZOGORSK( __ _,;_;,-.. n,11,~~-J;o!)lmittee:. has ~GOntrpl ' th_
e_J;tuder1t__!e~gislatur~ a~q-~i~-,.
,
· ..,, .--:r:1'. • ~· ,ttli'.\»:Sf: -,, ••, ,_ ". --,'"·. ::·~·-. . ·. : - fate-gor:Y/ ?-:": s~ ' • -:-·- ·· • . . • Oll,Id~ 'Malroh~y-:AD~~ifr.0• _- ' .: _, • trat10..n I pas ·. ~-e7-i'fi · elumnated _ ' , c. •. ,~Stafi.Writer·' < ".'• ::_ ·· over only 17.1 per. cie~t of, the '. n.a n,ce,Coipmittee:. . • . , . .--'· •,,
· USF's Registr>ar's 0~1ce•· dan '"'!}l .b:ec?I!J.e' Qit~t0t ·l'lt, -.,·. F~CU~~ ·)IEMBERS ean ! ·'QUALIFICA'.11IONS for n0m- ·. by .Sen.a te· ;action. Altho~gh
~ Z'·_'-T'l'>i · _·._' . . •, - . . .•· . ·studelit -aqvvjty · f~~_. &.6 ; p~r, ·, _One I1u~d:~_d_per_ce~t-_ of t~,e
has been reorganized to -better Summer. Sess10ns and Cee1l C. only _nominate· other .faculty inees ~are be_a bonafied, fun the college has. been phasmg . ·The ' 'Student •. Association ·cent of thj~ goe~ ,to SA,._ stu- : s~ud~nt. _act1v1t1es ·fee of $;3~-5!>
provid,e for aq expa,nding _en-,- Brooks will be .dire~tor of Sys-_ members ·and only . within tinie member: . bf the college, out the major _for some time, (SA) ..nia_
y no_w ccin~ol· a larg- dent publlcations,-.the cou;icils . .!)er. . ~tl,ldent v.:ould -amount; to
rollmen_t; Dr. Fran~.-.·· ~pain, ·'terns Development. .
. .
th'eir own college.' Nomina- must be riomina'ted by at least those now in ·the major will be er por tion oft.the student-activ~ . of the f_ive cplleges and to ser- over $1-rriillion.
: ·
, r,
USF registrar •h as said._
.
Freshman enrollment 1~ tions should be placed in .the two of his bonafide, full-time allowed to finish . it. It was ity ·fee~ ~ue to ·recent reyisioris · vice· awards. The . r~mainder
F-rank Winkle, SA viee pre~US]f ,showed · a larger in- l~wer this year in proporti~n deans' offices. · \
colleagues and; be _a m_~mber found that it W(1S not feasible in t he '3oard°
Rege'nt•s· Op- . of the 17.1 per cent covers in- ident, said "I realize -tMr;l:!
crease in enrbllme6t than -~ny to the other· classes · than m
All Academic and Profes- .-of the Facul~y otit11e ·uni ersi- to have a major that only in- · erating Mahua.L ·
tramurals. ·
will !;Je much room for inferother state university. There ·-the,. past. · Spain said this. i,s. to sional {A&P) members of the ty for . at least ,'ne full aca,- terested two -to three people a
Th~ manual is a basic guide ,
Areas that . the · Finance pretation( a![tl -d,is1igr,eemerit~
are more than )2,000 studen~s be expected as _!IlOre Junror 'University sh01,1ld place their demic yea'r. . _ , .. ·
year..
set ·up · by' the Board of jte.: Committee. _does · not control
liave · to ' be 'worked·:outr
4
·
·
~
gents for studen_t b_ehavior in · ar~ the Health Cente~, ..Fi_ne
, ~co~· Barnett, -~!} pre~1g.ell,t ;
enrolled on campus this year. \ college transfers · graduat~
' There were more than 10,0()(} from their' institutiof!S.'
tlie state. university system. ' · art events . and Umvers1ty , said, There are cnanges ,poslast year.
/
I
S'P~ S~ID ~e ph~osop~y
O'
.
H'
.·
.
.
The . revision pertaining · to ' Center.
sible ·_within the . n~w ,board
Adding the ,Continuihg Edu- of th; _R:gistrar s Office , wi.JI
: .
studertt . · activity fees reads
. The Finance
Committef' policy. Id~ pr~pose/o ~ha~ge
that:•student government shall ·. acts only in an ·_a:d'{isory ca- the committee _and orgamzacation enrollment that stretc;ti, rem~m ~nee all the -. departes over a 12-county area, 1-the merits are still to'gethe~ .. with
1. ·
·
·
'
·•• •
• · •· •
·
·
propose ·allocations of that . pacityto the president.
, tion , som~what; 'bti~ . I don't,
enrollmentwillreachbetween _th:e; ad,d itlonoftwo ,newones.
Th O 1 thi
k
..
d
'd
ti'ons, ' says he is ·"quite portionof J he· universit.yfees
.Inanarticlein.tli.eTampa _ kno"'.'7inwhat _w11y·y~t." '. .. . ..
11
13,500 and 14,000. Last year, · The department of ·Summer
e · rac e
s wee was 1 mg ·m a areas an a '.Jl,I ge
•
. •
. d" designated by t he : Board of · Tim~s.: Herbert . Wunderlich, . ..Wmkl~s.. said . app~?Pr~atio~s
this enrollment . was ' more Sessibns will be w~r:king with .aw,irded_ its four th consecu~ praised the staff for '"your pleased, but not surpnse · · Regents ' or : the president for . vice presid_ent of. academic .af- · for the_ ·,h.e alth ,..: c_e11te_r · :,Vill
than 12,000.
.
the puolic 'a,nd··conJ~uing stu- tive: All .American a.yard for . creative. effort probing into about the honor.
student activities. .
. . fairs, said t hat _$200,000 would pro~ably not ,bi:nef.it from ,po•
. ngement de·nts to ·evnand- se·rvi·ces fo_r· gene,r a.l.. ex<;ellence. from. -the university, -problems · arid for . '"Indications -are we have a
.
. ·
. ·
...:· •
d th
tr f l't' -. 't
•ti·o'n . . •
IN THE NEW arra
AJ,'
•
•
Atthe:
of the Registrar's Offi~e, tlie ~11J1.l~e,r;.
tfinake tl)d._Uni~ Assodated· li:ollegia:te
Press. · . human interest coverage."
great
staff · this year. again;"
..... pre~ent tirrie, theFi- now _come· un ~~ . e· con _o1 ~ ; 11ca1 m~rven .. .· - ......
·

·

a

* *
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. course, I regard violence as
.t he last alternative."
On the 'r umors of further political ambJtion§·, Brown said,
"I feel I can do more good in
the .Senate. 1I have ·no desires
to· run' for anything else."
When asked 'if he would accept support for presidential
STUDENT POWER was
bid, he said he ."just hasn't
also increased on the Senate.
thought about it."
The Office of Student Govern"My main · interest is, of
ment ·now is allowed eight incourse, fn the Judicial branch.
stead of five voting members.
My hope is to bring 'the ·disciThe student senators will _be
plinary process within the
control ·of the students." And elected an!l take office Quarthen ~en ~greed that ther e's · ter IL
The Senate Council request- .
the Bill of-Rights, and that ·too
ed that a committee be apcould be picked up.
pointed lby the president to .
study the · expansion of the
·./ pa:ss-fail grading system.
Dr, Harris W. Dean said
that . studies are being made
Up North th~ woods h~r e ~rned
goid and
system wide and by a group · orange but at USF these tr.icks of nature
in the College of Liberal Arts
are achieved with a special red ,filter. This
and it was thought that the
Jack. Frost scene may strain strings .of nospresident might appoint some
talgia · in the Yankees-turned-Floridi11-n ·stu-

·

C

-
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of

will

"°

ra·.· cI.·e(·.w..·l·ns. o·_n;·ors-,

Frank H.._,Spain, former regis- ver~It)'. more ot ~ year-round
. trar has ·been made assistant operation. Ten; .s ix and tpree·'de~ of Academic Affairs for week •c;ourses may b~ worked
Interinstitutional Articulation: oiit so 'as not to pe mutually
He :will 'be in charge of four ex<;l~ive. J<ird.a n·: directi>r \of ·.
Summer Sessions ·w~s a ~em.:
departments:James E. Lucas,i,vill become ~er of_Y.SF's charter class. ·
director of.,Academic Records · The Department Of· Systems
and Registration.; Eugene L. Development will be devoted
Roberts will b'ecome director to studying class scheduling
Qf Admissions; David c;..J,or- and related areas.
1

About',1,000 college ·n ewspaPage ma:ke · up was de- Dr. Sanderson says. "We are
pers ent~r:e(l . in the 79th All scribep as "ex;citing" and look,i ng forward
anoth.e r All
American •·critical Service sports columns a~d photogra- · American award." ·
sponsored , by the Schoof of phy also received excellent
.Dr. Sandersofr formerly was
Journalism at the University rating. ·
·
general manager of the Assoof Minnesota.
:qr,: Ar.thur M, Sanderson, dated Collegiate Press, and
. Tlie Oracle received top rat- director of camp9s publica- . director of its' critical service.

to

·royal.~
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Staged Today
By MAXINE IfAMIN
Fine Arts Editor

gathered . pieces of material
by contemporary authors to
use in th~ presentation.
The first Reader's Theatre
The cast iilcludes Patsy
Coffee House, "Guess Who I
Dakin', Jeanne Lamk~; Robert .
Met on the Way to the White
Spinka, R o b e rt ·Pregenta,
1
House," is a " tongue in cheek
. Davia Dyal, and J ames Couch
voter education program," Jr:
said Samuel Weinfeld, speech
READER'S THEATRE proinstructor and director of the
auctions will .b/! every other
production.
"Guess Who?" will be· pre- Wednesday at 2 p.m. in the
; .
sented . today at 2 p.m. (free ENA.
hour) in the Engineering AuDr. Popovich, head of the
Speech department describes
ditorium (ENA) .
"It is a series of spoofs, Reader's Theatre as: "a
take-offs, and satires on cam- method of bringing a piece of
narrative prose or other liter•
paigns, and candidates some real, some fictitious," ar.y material to life so that it
becomes visually communicasaid Weinfeld.
· WEINFELD is a new pro- tive as well as orally.
fessor here.
"Those of us who teach in
"I chose to do 'Guess Who' the speech field of oral inter - "'
because of the closeness of pretation· make · sure unusual
the national election and be- literary materials w h i c h
cause I wanted to sta rt the normally are. only · participa- ·
Reader's Theatre program on ted in passively by the silent
a light note," he explained.
reader, can · be presented so 1.,.
J'he script is original. Short• that . the vie\Ver-listener be- ill
ly after he arrived, Weinfeld comes ~n active participant," ~ ·
.
went to the USF Library and he continued. . . .
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Billie Joe 'Royal came -to
USF ·as ;part of the University
Center . Program , Council's : .
Wel&>rne . Weekend and was ,
welcomed with' open arms. and .
thunderous applause by stu~ ·
. . ... ,' . • : ._ :·
dents her,e ... ·.·
BHlf'e. Joe .go't UP:, -p:nd ' w.i!g ' ::.
soiig ··ait'er 's'on~ \ifitlicipt .'an,J •· _
break. It was n~arly .a full ·.· .. ·
house,' ::that · • -~lapp,eci . a· nA·
chee11ed 'and el.'lj(ijaj a· ,re.al).y .'.
good·show. ' '
-Saturday night . the : dance
was :held'- in ,the Gym'-and the.'
Mam~'s· ·:. Boys entertained ..
students with music and ·a n- .

READER'! THEATRE

.

..

By MARGIE SISK-

tics. ·

Cafeteria Oi:,ens
Today is the grand opening
of the C9ffee shop in the
Science Center. The new coffee · shop will serve hot and
cold . lunches and sandwiches.
The coffee shop is located in
the· b.asement of the new Science Center. The shpp is designed to relieve the 1Jniversity Center coffee shop of some
of the commuter traffic, especially th.ose attending classes
in the Life Science, Chemistry, Physics and Engineering
buildings.
}i@l#§%!§#%iti

TOday
a:

With the beginning/ of new
school year the. CTR coffee
shop is as everything else:
crowded. W. N. Hunt, director
of Morrisons, sajd the only solution is the utilization by students of the new coffee shop
and the south side of the CTR
cafeteria:
The tables that had been
missing in the CTR coffee
s hop will be back from the
shop today. Th_ey were being
re-topped.
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The Mama's 1ioys Cut Loose from The A:pr~n Strings
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October 9,. 1968

Auto Hik.e Examined

·where Are All The Books?
Gone Jo,Students Everyone

Approximately 10,600 students have registered their ·
cars with SecuritY. for Quarter
I. According to Sgt. D. R
Cockerill, car ·registration has
increased considerably and
surveys will be' run within the
next few weeks to evaluate
the situation and m a k e
corrections in parking pr oblems wherever necessary.
Lot 19, adjacent to Fine
Arts with 600 spaces, and lot
20 across the street from ·Zeta
Hall, with 175 · spaces, were
added last year in an effort to

I

By.DENNIS S0HAEFFEB
· CorresPQndent
How does an organization of
30 p~ple satisfy the demand
for 'books-- of over 12,000 •tu·
dentJ? ·, It · often doesn't b'ut
reaijo!l,& ,.for this are varied
and:cooperation is 11eeded.
:r1u1:1 • quarter, u . in past

quarten, students , have been
~ampered in their studies· because the Bookstore has run
books necessary, for
but
parlous courses.
, lVlany studenta think that
the fault for this situation Iles
).vith the Bookstore.
1 l'HE REASONS for the
boOk·shortage are varied. •One
pf" "the greatest problems ls
,t he requisition form which the
facility members must submit
i o-'J he • Bookstore indicating
the titles and number·of books

o!

OC · EVENTS ·
I Positions

A BOOKS'IORE was provid• As · Glen E. ·Clayton, director

they want for the sectlqns
ed · for students enrollln; for
they are to instruct.
On May 13, the Bookstore courses to be held at Bay
asked that the requlsltlons tor Campus. Often however , slnct
Quarter: I be submitted by ' thOse students had to ~lister
June 3 in order, that books here, they also bou1ht their
could be ordered on July 22. books here, thereby deprlvi~
In many cases, requisition books• from students enrolllnt
forms· were submitted late ot for classes here.
A new problem which the
with inaccurate information.
Since orders . placed by the Bookstore encountered for, the
Bookstore are· entirely depen• first• time this quarter .wa.a
dent on the requisition forms, st~dents from the newly· es•
problems arose when the taolished Hlllsborough Junior
College purchasing t he 1r
forms were turned in.
Additional strain was placed books at the USF Bookstore.
At times, the fault for book
on the Bookstore as enrollment swelled past expecta• !lhortages lies with the pub•
tlons. As this happened, new llisher. !n the event thaf the
sections'. were added unexpec• publisher's supply of a text is
tedly, and the Bookstore was exhausted, a back order is
unable 1tb provide ·texts tor. made, o'r Jhe faculty member
~tudents In ,those new sec• who ordered the book is given
an opportunlty to choose an•
tions.
other text.
The order ls usuaUy re~
ceived by the Bookstore with•
in · four weeks. ,usually books
received on. a back order get
nere prior to the start of
classes, . but occasionally they
arrive late. .
, '

Offer8d

-on .u·' C 'CO mm .•ttees

of Auxiliary Services, puts it,
"It is exceedingly frustrating
for the Bookstore to be
constantly blamed for the
shortage of textbooks and
-course 'information error."
Some cooperation and ·patience from both students and
faculty would be appreciated
by the Bookstore.

l
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Anne S(o.tF'ifij~

The first Bachelor of Independent Studies (BIS) adult ·
degree program in the southeastern United States will be'
offered this quarter' 'by USF.
Restricted to adults over.the
age of 2~; the program• will
bring. facul_ty-guided study in
liberal arts to e!llployed persons, housewives or members
o~ the Armed Forces who are
unable to attend full-time
classes at the University. The
entire degree ·program may
be accomplished af home exc;ept IOI'. a total. of 13 weeks
atteridance.'.at on-campus seminars.
President John s. Allen said
Dr\ Kevin E. · Kearney has
been appointed director of the
BIS adult degree Pli,Pgram.
Dr. Allen said a USF ''faculty
committee has met weekly for
14 months .to design the ·program.
",THE UNIVERSITY . 0 f
1

Anne Fin~r Scott, ,on~ of~h~

. M.i~s

;:s;/ott .wm::
~p· eak,
' ,.,

on

·
transfer arra~ement is being rolled.
discussed with the University ' To be eligible for USf's BIS
of Oklahoma, which has had a program, applicants must
similar program in operation have a high school diploma or
for five years .and currently 'the equivalent and a satisfachas 1300 BIS students en- tory .score on the Florida 12th

:;

•

'

,

·t. '.Sup'

·1·s·1on' ,. ·s·em·1nars

,he'

.

play Sigma Nu in an intramu.ral football game at 2 p.m. on
the intramural field.
"' After the football 'game,
USF students are invited to
join USF Greeks in the fun
and games of the IFC I:>erby.
"' Morrison Cafeterias will
get into the swing of things by
sponsoring a picnic on the
soccer field at 5 p.m.

· .

s

The·._:.-. u
· n.To.ps

pa,netanu.m.,.-·,
I
0:ct prog·ram.

Pr.

·Pl·atforms-·
Prioted In
Next .Issue.·

..

d

.in . the USF '. Homecoming
game (See related sto1y page

Saturday's activities will inelude :

7).
Also on Friday, a _concert·
with Paul Anka and-- his 19
piece orchestra ,will entertain
stifdeiits
the-~
~·at 8~'36 ,

in

i,mr , .• '. . -; ~'' ;,~" ,"'1~
'.

••

,'

. ""' Saturday after~oon is the
f~rst annual alumm, Foundation-'Guest Golf 'J.'ourney (see
related stony~page 7). -4, ~ -!' ...
! i "' Sigma Alpha Epsilon will

:, , •'.

'

,•..• I• ,:• ~

"' "The Soul Survivors"
will be featured at a concert
dance held in the Gym at 9
p.m.
P arents' ·. Day will be held
Oct. i1., Parents ar~ .invited to ,
'Visit' tlfe·, Dor s diiring'--Open!
House, held. that day.

•1

·Be,Ever :Min:dful:;.
;

·of-fhi:LeC:therJ

'

·• -: · :.

.

""' The · USF soccer team
will take the spotlight again
with a -game against the St.
P,etersburg soccer team. The
game wi~ be a 6:30 p.m.

F?ed& And Freddy Frolics Are Fun

.,

'·~$¼"E,~;:::: ::;.;::~:·~};

,

er month they find convenient
and pace their studies according to time available. The required seminars will general•
ly be held during summer
months.

Weekend For Everyone

ulty.i'.advisorffand the student

'. '

MOfl_.a':geme
. .,.nt·
. . T0 .spc;,~sor
. ..

grade test or the standard college . entra11ce examination.
Dr. Kearney said there will be
no ' schedule of deadlines for
application. Students may
enter the program in whatev-

FALL FROllCS

1
; __

I

'

,

tives' 1. is designed to eliminate each of the ·iour -:phases or'
problems that• occur hecause , study' in the program are .
. country's foremost women ed- "Wome~. N~w ·.iAJd in general Of ' a manager's inability to I' completed, the !\tudent wilJ·fe~catorn, will . be . the guest . ,thE; ·POS.~ti,oinif y.rol)l~n in high- h.andle comrimnications, orga- c e i v e individual attention
~peaker , at the .. W H A;T er edqcation and ieadership. nlze work, . or . motivate em- from a seminar director and ·
(Women · · Here Ahd There)
Workshops will.·be on Stu- · ployees. :·
faculty seminar members on~eadership
Conf~ence - .Oct. ,. dent Protest Groups a. nd In·
,The · seminar entails defin- campus. . ·
IJ,9.
volvement, led by ' Margaret il'lg . ·and . scheduling tasks,
USF's new prograqi is affil.
',; All women ·· student~, . both, ~isher, dean of wozµen; ~om- · quantity and quality analysis iated with · the un,iversity's
!commutel'' and ..resident are mlinication Problems In Mass of work results, standards for. center.· for Continuing Educa:invited. The Conference will ~edia, led by . Florence - D; · pay, identification · of. training tion. The academic in'tegrity
,$tress leadership irt · small Cleary, lecturer in the Coilege IIeeds and comparison of stan- of, the BIS degree will be su~lgroups through workshops. All of Education; Parliamentary
f
·
. ·pervised and approved by the ..
·,'women officers on camp·us , P_rocedure, led . by' Alma ·sar- '· dards of per ormance.
· Participants will · s p e n d USF College of Liberal Arts
;are automatic membe~' .·of : ett, :ptofes~or of -Speech and · .from' 9, a.in_. to 4 p.in. :each which will award all BIS cleiWHAT. AnyoriJ, interest_ed
_· in . $ensiti_'yity '!'raining, . led. ·by day irt, · session at USF and grees.
11...
;1wHAT may b,e_co_m e a ·mem
_ • Lucile C_. :Foutzi' ·counselor in
·
,
·h ·
1
DR. KEARNEY sa1·d the
will <1omplete t e program
1ber.
, ,
·
·Developmental Ce_nter. ,
F -d · ft
BIS program's four major·
n ay a ernoon.
1·:
;R.\!gistration f~r the three- areas of concentration will be
I';
day SE:?minar is $60. Interested . the humanities, social scipersoris should .contact the ences, natural sciences·and' a
,
Center for Continuing Educa- final interdisciplinary studies.
'e· ·'·_r; v
tion, telephone 988-4131, ext. "Theorderofstudyinthefirst
4~3· · •• .·,
K'.
.
t·
I three . areas ," Dr. _Kearney ,
· t
·
said, "will be determined by
.,: ~o seminars sponsored by S?r's · d,u ti~ arid ~sponsibili- ..
preliminary diagnostic testing
Management Development ties; handling, personal probof the student. He will begin
studies in. the a'r ea of his
' t~ enter of ,the Center ·tor Con- lems, individual ' differences,
■
strongest potel)tial; then his ·
;,tinuihg Education at USF will supervisory relatioh,!> and · int egln this quarter. ·
duction of new employe~s. .
, .
s ene.~nd. strongest area _and so
0
~ "Fundamentals of SupeP4•
REGISTRATION fee for the
l'sion" will be offered Oct.-s-11: four day conference is· $65,
...
,
·
· . "We anticipate ,that a stu!~t will be repeated. Jan. 2.1-24 and includes a luncheon and
dent will corrip1ete .studies for .
(;lnd-May6-9.
~- all materials. Sessions · •a re , I·
• . .
' • his BIS adult degree in from ,'
two ·years--· to as iong. as eight
~, Discussion topics will in- ,.scheduled .from 9 a.rri. to 4
1clude management functions,
p.m1: daily. Interested persons
"The Earth's Nearest, Star.· years, depending - upon time
skills ·of the supervisor, moti- . should contact the Center for· ,'rhe Sun" will _b e ·the .O~tober · available to study and_-the inKear•;vating employees, supervi-• eo·ntinuing Educatibn, Man-· _:program at the USF Planetar- dividlial's .ability/.'
1•
. agement Development, . ext.
ium.
.,.
ney said. ~:·
403 for a dditional information. . Joseph 'A. Carr, curator of . USF'• officials said also that
· The other series will be an · the Planetarium\ -said·· during a university , to • university Executive · Management De- , the course of the ~rogra~. the
1
ts f~atures .
. s~ and ·_some of 1_
. velopment·seminar.
are
designed
w.ill_be displayed ~a p1~tur_e;c;,
The
seminars.
List Wanted.
:.
(
to give managers a better un- proJectors, a nd a hve VIewing
Office. ,of Student Or-·
1
ferstanding of the complex· (W~ather permitting) on the -ganizations requests that .
,
consideraJions . for making hehos~ t screen:
all organization~ tum in
major ' decisions I and will
Various theones of what the
their lists of officers for
sun's energy is and how 'it has
begin Oct. 17.
Qu_ru,ter '. 1;_ ,by the third
· ·
. been used by man from •the · ,week of classes.
::.-,
DR. ALTON Bartlett, chair- .beginning of time will be exTo help the students kno
man . of the , Department of plained. _
· • ·
eir .representatives and
elp students running for. of Management at USF, will be - CARR ALSO said as part of
every Plantetarium program,
·ce-to reach the voting· stu• the seminar leader.
The seminars will be held in 'the stars and constellations of ' '
ents, The Oracle will otter
. Sarasota Oct. 17, in Cocoa the seas.on will be sh9wn and
~
pace to all candidates
. By MARGIE SISK
Beach Oct. 24 at USF Oct. 31, discussed.
·
resent· their pl&tforms _an
Feature Editor •
Programs are open to the
and in St. Petersburg Nov. 14.
ictores.
The seminars -will be limit- public at no charge every
If a USF ;5tudent is looking
-Pl&tforms must be limlte
18 typed 60-splice llnes'~d ed to an enrollment of' 35 , ' Sunday afternoon at 2:30 p_.m. for a place to study, there are
ust be tumed in to The each. Interested p e r s o·n s · Reservations may be made by a variety·. of plaqes available
to -h im tailored to his personal
Oracle office Friday (Oct. should phone the Center for, calling U~F, ext. 580. I
J
According to Carr, clubs, ,taste.
Continuing Education, ext 185
1) before noon. Pictures ar
The n~erous study· lounges hnited to head shots and will for additional information. ., .. .. schools ·and other organizaEnrollment is $25 per per'.-. tioll$ of 50 or more, J?faY re- ~and rooms in the dorm areas
e returned on request.
son and includes materials ·quest special presentations provide good lighting and
during regular scho~l-~ays,
and dinner,
... ~omfo~ta?l:..chairs for study.
t_:,.

I

•

·

versity.of Missouri.

,.~Ci:• ~.,·.,,;;;:":'

'

Degree; First In Southeast

*;

I

Clyde .~ll, dfrector of universfiy Planning .and Operatjons, 'said tJSF .plans to add
' more lots as money becomes
available. The money used for
the com;truction of the parking lots is obtained through

•

1

•

appropriations by the State
Road Department and from
the $5 fee charged for car decals. "The funds, however,
aren't always sufficient," Hill
added.
"Another problem we, are
having," Hill said, "is with
freshman commuters parking
in lots not set aside for their
use. Lots 10 and 19 have been
asigned to them and parking
elsewhere not only causes
problerns for other commutters -b ut will naturally mean
a fine."

USF .OfferS ln.de·pendent Studies

IF THE BOOKSTORE has
run out of a text that a stu•
~_
. ·. .
.
·
'
·
dent needs, ·the sitµation can..
be ea-5ily reme~ied. All a .stu.
:,
,
'
, Students· may sl;n up for a
Tournament winners will re- dent has to do is go to · the
University Center, committee ceive awards and will have special order booth ln the
this week between, 10 a.m. and th.e opportunity to attend the basement of the Bookstore
3· p.m, Jn the University Cen- regional games.
and pla_<;e an order for the
"The Opposite . Se,ces'' will needed .book. The 11tudent
fer (CTR) lobby, There·.are 10
committees. The <;ommlttee play .at a band d11nce ~riday · should have hbi ordered book
chairmen and officers· will be at 9 p:m. in the Gymnasium. ' in about' a week.
The schedule of events for
The Bookstore handles
available at the lobby display . The committee promises _spe•
Fall Frolics has been set up
lo discuss opportunities and cial decorative effects to stim- about 360,000 teJts per year.
so that a·l l students, staff and
available positions I on the ulate the senses for an ".ulti- ·
faculty and alumni may enjoy
mate experience." Admissio.n
■ .
,
committees.
, • .
a college weekend.
' The CTR Crafts Shop is is 75 cents stag and $1 drag.
"EAST OF EDEN," star- (
Thursday .night's concert
open for students who are intrested in making sandals, ring James Dean, Julie Harwith' the Boxtops will be! held
belts, purses, ash trays, jew- ' ris ·and Burl rves, is the week'■
in the Gymnasium at 8 p;m.
~lry, wallets and anything end movie. The film will be . ;
The Boxtops have had sev- .
eral hit records and according
else tljat can be created out of shown Friday, Saturday · and ·
·
th
leather or copper enamelling. Sunday at 7 :30 -p.m. in the ·
.
. S~u Florida ·will accept ap- to. chairman . Ben H o o k s,
: A skilled _instructor is ~van~ J3usi~es~ ~uditorium' (BSA).
p!ications froqi -prospecti_ve "should be a good performing
students in all the 50 states group."
ible to assist students with ·a Admission 1s 35 cents.
.
, •
11
charge of 50 cents per quarter
Sign
· -ups. for Bridge and
._..
· ·
and from members ·01 the
'
•
,
,
Armed Forces overseas," Dr.
October 25 is the day ofthe
and cosf of materials. The Photography lessons . will · be
A seminar. on "Managem·en..t
. second annual Bunion Derby.
,.mours are 'pose
t d at the. en- offered · a t the CTR , In,forma.
,
Kearney
said.
"If
the
student
By ObJ·ec't ives"' will ·b e preContestants will load 10 lbs. of
· d k h
h F. ·d ·
can arrange to attend · a
t10n es t roug . r1 ay.
sented' by .the . Manageme•n·t
bo.oks I and walk the distance
trance to t he Crafts Shop.
Br1'dge Iessons_WI·11 be given
·
.,;·· SIGN-UP for UC tourna. Development Center of US.F's . three-week
.,
. seminar on the- between the two farthest
USF' campus for the compleinents is now being held in the on Wednesday at 2 p' .m. be'
Center for. Continuing Edilca- tion ·of ea.ch· of the first three buildings on campus. Prizes
· ·
will be awarded to the win~TR Recreation Ro o in, ginning n ext Wednesday. tion 0ct 23-25.
through Tuesday. Tourna- Photo lessons •will be given on
phases · of ·his studies, plus a •
fuents are in pocket billiards, Tuesdays at 7 p:rn. beginning
Seminar :leade_r will be final four-week seminar·at' the ners.
Richard, 0 . . Evans, Tampa conciusiori of .• his studies, he.,
Friday night will . see two
l::,'.nooker, carom, table _,tennis next T.~es,d_a_Y
. ·.. ..··.·,· '··_.,·•· .. .· ·
· big events on campus At 8
71
,..,
management co n:s l u t a,n t. wlll-;1be f ble; ~-o , met!t our
' ~.singles and doubles). . and
. R~g~b'ation _fe,e:,~f9r;;Qoth Evan~ had h_ad many years ?f t~i;!'dance;re&µir.ements. " ,. · ,:,, _P:m. USF s _soc~er team ? l _
f ?ess. Tournament play be- Ie_s.i;'o~s_,1s_,~J·· . ·;
":~·::·::?:·.> .. experience m tlie. ..-acadenuc.~="'l)]ac)'i:s.BIS sru'dent- wm be'.. a,r ,JJ~£.~,Ql.~.Un1ve.rsJty of Florida
Tli,e,:~~~ .,. m Com- field, and is the author of a sig.ne_.d
- ,_-- a: f_a c,,tiu,·y advisor who
-~ms Oct. 21. · Men's ·a nd worn~n's competition is offered in · mittea-.encourage .stgdents to
.,
all tournaments except carom dial. 400-J o learn· the latest -on • number of. books on manage- will give· individual attention
.
.
•
.
ment problems. He holds a and guidance to the student's
UC •events a nd·.actiyi, ·e~.
master's pegree from the Uni- home study program. The faca nd s~ooker.
I"

s o l v e parking difficulties,
During tne summer, lot 6 with
300 additjonal spaces, and two·
lots, one north and one south
·of the Gym, were also added,
bringing-the number of available parki~g spaces l!P to
7,000.

'

·'

.. ..

.:.-·.:·•';':;

By RICK NORCROSS
MICHELt'Ijl) !·;,·_;He'll he?.t out
Fine Prin~ Editor
·· here at .fn~,:f.inl'!?n ) ine.J o~preThe Bunion·· '. Derc~y has · sent the a:\\'.ar!Is .a.nd .:w·!lt pera
made the big _time! This is th~ sonally congratulate ea¢_h ,of '
most fantastic bit of news • 'the winn_ers - verbally (By
•· ~
1
since Julius Caesar's insur- Golly!). • r
By the time this Poop Sheet ·
ance company got' slipped the
skinny about the Ides of hits th~ stands to•be r aped by
March in• time to cancel his your ·beady little eyes, YOU
policy.
· ·.· ;.'
will_ have missed an appe-!,r• .
This will choke ·you up· tast- ~ :i,nce by Il'!,yself {lnd the lead- ..
er than a bit of Morrison's
mg contender.. for ,t~e Second
cimut- Cream Pie •. •, You'll Annual Oracle . Bunion Derby
never guess ~ho's going to, . FLASH SMI~. Actua:IY, for
make a personal appearance t~ose of you still part~ng (seright here .on our '.c ampus Oct. , i:nor guys) at 6 :30 th1_s morn25 to present the SUPER mg you ,would hay~ caught. us .
. SNEAKER , s:c u,F F E ~ on the· early .morm~g- version .
AWARD to the winner of the of •the late mght edition ·that,
Second Annual Oracle Bunion while it_ was . a~tually ~hown
Derby!, We wefe going to get ea_rly this mornmg W~S m rea big name· t4. :come and 'add ahty shot ~ate last mght_.•••
that extra zi~i(- to the after- oUh~ classic T.V. e;ictravagan;,
' - noon. Last' >year we picked za FLORIDA OUTDOORS
Miss Mangb : but at the iast
GEORGE I MICHELLE has
minute ·she got sprayed and been most pleasant and it is
couldn't make -it •. ; So we with great pride that we welthought this ; year we'd get co.me you aboard, George, to
somebody like ·zazu Pitts or the second Annual Oracle BunJohn Wayne - Someone you'd ion Derby Executive Commitreally like to see.
t ee!!! (A Fall Frolic .Affair)
WELL ZAZU Pitts died and It's' our pleasure our pleasure
John Wayne is dying in Viet indeed.
Nam at every local theatre
·
Now is the time
and ·is busy being rel;>orn in
For All-Good Men
To Come To the Aid
, the Wallace campaign so we
had to . rack our collective
Of Our Derby.
brain for 11,nother Biggie !
To rush across campus
We took a Sociological -s ur· On Sidewalks To T-rampus
vey please note Dr.
Steinburg - and came wit4 Across Lo,wns and Streets
And Curbies.
this l ist of possibles:
Ibid •
Sign up r;iow. The deadline
1. RAQUEL WELCI:I ..
2. RONALD REAGAN
is Oct. ·18 with a meeting on
ttie Wednes-oay before the Fri3. RICHARD HARRI;S
day of the derby tq assign
4. DOUGKAYE
numbers 'to contestants and to
5. GEORGE MICHELLE
After giving ,this a lot of instruct the sneaker scuffers
thought, we d~dded I on . . . and observers ... now back
ready ladies? ... GEORGE - to the Krazy Korner!

Co-

.T~ere Are Study Places At USF ~·ro Suit . Everybody's· Need

t

I

But if the student has a special need, there is an abundance of places .on campus., ,
. The main study area on ·
campus is in pie ,library. The
large quiet reading rooms a,nd
the , secluded, study corne~s
among the stacks provide excellent opportunity for serious
study.
,FOR LEs.s s~rious .w.o~~,

' as Utere js no ·
there are the loung~s on the study, as long
ground ·floors of the Libt'ary, interfence w i t. h scheduled
University Center, and ,Engi- classes. The· Library-labora- .
neering Buildings. Students tory is open for. student use in
use these areas to study, talk, .., the · Fine Arts - Humanities
building from 8 a.m. until 5
and smoke.
At night, the ArgQs and An- p .m. Monday through Friµ ay.
dros study lounges provide a
•The -coffee shop and _cafetequiet place to study.
ria in the •University Center
During school days empty are-often used for, study durclasi; rooms are open for ing lunch. U.C. •is also popular

for its game rooms where students may study to the clock
of cue balls.

_THE SUNNY outdoors attracts many sun worshippers. The patios of the University Center, and the adjacent garden on Crescent Hill
furnished places in the sun for
many people.
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Computer Helps Campus Registration
Bulletin Board notices should be sent
DIRECT lo " Director, Campus Pubfica•
lions, CTR 226" (ext.618), no later lhan

grets the Inconvenience cauS@:d some
students due to moving problems, illness, and lack of student help last

noon Wednesday for publication t he fol-

week.

lowing Wecnesday.
Send news items d ir ect to: " Editor,
The Oracle, CTR 222" (ext. 619).

1969 Aegeans may be ordered upon
full payment of $1 ($1.50 lf t he book is
lo be mailed, after mid-May, 1969) at
CTR 226.
Senior Porlralls are Scheduled for
Oct. 23, 24, 25 for those who will be
gradua te d in December. Appointments
may be made In CTR 226 beginning
Monday, Oct. 14. The photographer will
be on ca mpus again in January for
graduates In Quarters II and I II.

Official Notices
HEALTH SERVICE:

Influenza vac•

cine by Dermo-jet "gun" and Tine test

for tuberculosis will be offered lo all

students and staff , at no' cost to the

Individual or the department, as fel-

lows:
Oct. 15: Las! na mes A th ru L.
Oct. 16: Last names M lhru z.
Oct. 17: Make up day.

The required second injection will be
on the same la~t name and tim e sched-

ule on Nov. 12, 13, a nd 14.

TEACHER EDUCATION: All . stu•
dents planning lo enter a teacher edu•
cation program In !he College of Educallon should apply during !he second
week of the quarter , Oct. 7 throug h
Oct. ]1 . Applications and information
will be ava ilable in !he lobby of !he
·Education Bu lldng (frst floor) . Applications are accepted only once each
quarter and will not be accepted af·
ler !he second week of the quarter.
PROFICIENCY TEST
Schedule for Quarter I
Swimming Profiency: Nata torium (in
PE Building ) 1 :30 to 3: 30 p.m . Wednesday, Oct. 16. Registra tion will lake
place al !he Natatorium. You may
dress In the Gym locker room or in
residence hall. No written test is required. You must furnish your own
towel. You MUST present your student
ID card at the Natatorium.
•
OTHER PROFICIENCIES
Archery, Fencing, Bowling : PED 113·
114, 7:30 to 8:30 p.m .• Oct. 16.
Basketball, Golf, Tennis: PED 113114, 7:30 to 8:30 p.m., Oct. 17.
Gerreral Information : You mus! register In !he Phys ical Education Office
prior to taking these proficiencies. Registration will close Tuesday (Oct. 15).
You will be required 10· lake a motor
skill proficiency upon · successful com•
pletlon of the written kno".'ledge lest.

"X" Grades: -Friday, Oct. 18, Is the
last day to remove an "X" grade
from a preceding term. The "X"
grade r ule Is not applicable lo graduate s tudents.
Application For Degree: Friday, Oct.
18, is the last day to apply for a degree to be earned at the end of Quarte r I, 1968.

Campus Date Book
Times and places of erganizations
meeting regula rly are posted on the
University
Center
Lobby
bulletin
boards.

TODAY
FIim Classics Registration, from 8
a .m., CTR lobby.
Fundamentals of Supervision, a a .m.,
CTR 251.
Pi Kappa Alpha, noon, RAN 109 D.,
Coffee House, 2 p.m., ENA.
College of Education Aisoclatlon Cof•
fee, 2 p.m., Kiva.
Student Association Candidate Meeting, 2 p.m., CTR 2<18.
Sports Car Club, 2 p.m,, CTR 115.
Water Ski Club, 2 p.m., CTR 203.
Veterans Club, 2 p.m., CTR 201.
Student Organizations, 2 p,m ., CTR
158.
Bridge Lessons,. 2 p.m., CTR 47.
Sigma Phi Epsilon, 5:30 p.m., RAN
109 E, F.
One to One Group, 7:30 p.m., CTR
255-6.
Engineering Bellas and Student
ganizations, s p.m., CTR 252E,

or-

w.

THURSDAY
ROOM CHANGE: Office of Campus
Publications and the Jou r nalism Pro-

gram, to CTR 226 (ext . 618). Dr. A. M .

Sanderson, director, 226· Ai Prof. Walter
E. Griscti, Oracle g neeral manager,
226-B; Mrs. MariorY Rogers, secretary,
226.
~
.
The Aegean office will move this
week to CTR 223, with a new extension,
679. Prof. Steve Yates, adviser, CTR
223-A., ext. 618.
The Oracle advertising department
will move thls week lo CTR 222, ext.
'20,
The Oracle editors will move this
week to CTR 222-A, ext 619, and the
Oracle newsroom will be In CTR 221,
ext. 619.

Film ' Classic Registration, ,from
a.m·., CTR lobby.
Fundamentals of Supervision, from I
a .m ., CTR 251.
BIS Luncheon, 11 :SO· .a.m., CTR
255-6.
Pi Kappa
RAN 109 D.

Alpha

,
Luncheon,

noon,

Christian Science, 4:30 p.m., CTR 215.
Campus crusade far Christ, 6:30
p.m ., CTR 47.
Hillel, 7 p.m.• CTR 251.
Student Association Meeting, 7 p.m.,
CT R 252 E,W.
Esperatno Class, 7:30 !).m., CTR 203.
FRIDAY
Film Classics Registration, from 8
a.m., CTR lobby.
Fundamentals of Supervision, from
a.m., CTR 251.
Pi Kappa · Alpha Luncheon, noon,
RAN 109D.
Alhenaeum ' Executive Board, 2 p,m.,
CTR 201.
.
IFC Judiciary, 2 p,m., CTR 20J.
Circle K, 2 p.m., CTR 213.

AEGEAN PICK-UP: Students who
reserved 1968 Aegeans · are urged to
claim their copies at CTR 226 as soon
as possible. Because of lh_e lateness of
publication, the original Oct. 1 deadline does not apply. The Aegean re-

Student Assoclatlon 2 p.m., CTR 252
1
E,W.
Psi Chi, 2 'p.nl., CTR 255-<5.
Della Tau Delta, 6 p.m.. RAR 235.
Hillel Services, 7 p.m ., CTR 201.
Movlt: ·" East of Eden," 7:30 9 ,m.,
BSA.
Band Dance, 9 p,m., GYM.
SATURDAY '
Pl Kappa Alpha Initiation, 9 a .m.,
EDU 212, 213, 214.
Della Tau Delta, 7 p.m., RAR 235.
Movie: " East of Eden," 7:30 p.m.,
BSA.
SUNDAY
Pl Kappa Alpha, 10 a.m., Chlnsegul.
SAE Reception, 3 p.m., CTR 255-6.
Phi Delta Thell 6 p.m., CTR 252-E.
Sigma Alpha Epsilon, 6:30 ,p .m ., CTR
251.
Tau Epsilon Phi, 7 p.m., CTR 201.
Lambda Chi Alpha, 7 p.m .• CTR 213.
Movie: " East of Eden," 7:30 p.m.,
BSA.
MONDAY
Student Association, 2 p.m., CTR 205.
TUESDAY
Deans Luncheon, noon, CTR 255-<5.
Jacques Abram Recital, 8:30 p.m.,
Theatre.
WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 16
Women's Perspective, 9 a.m,, CTR
201.
Bridge Lessons, 2 p.m., CTR 47.
UC Personnel Commlltee Membership
Drive, 7 p.m., CT~ 248, 252, 265-6.
Film Classics, 8 p,m ., BSA.

Placement Services
The organlzallons listed below wi ll be
Interviewing on-campus. Check wllh
Placemen! - ADM 277 - for lnlervlew
locatiOrls, to Schedule appointments and
further information, phone the , Placement Office - ADM-277, Ext. 2895.
OCTOBER 21
T. J.
Lipton,
Inc:
Sales · mgt.
trainees; all _fields. State Farm Insur•
ance Companies: Trainees acctll.,
gen., claim reps., agents; acctg, bus,
lib. arts., law. Eastern Air Lines: Vari•
ous (see placement · office ADM 277);
bus. adm,, lib. arts, engr. The Uplohn
Co: sales, mktg, sales ·mg!.; all fields.
The Mead ,Corp,: engrs. (plant I.
process) acctg., ind. sales, cest anal;
engr. (ME, CE, EE, CU) acctg, mklg,
bus. adm,

OCTOBER 22
Anheuser.Busch, Inc.: engrs., prod.,
mgt.; . engr. (elec., mech., chem.) .
Corps .of Engrs: (Dept. .of Army):
engrs; all fields. Internal Revenue: rev.
agent, spec. agent, rev. off., tax tech.;
bus. adm., acctg. R, J. Reynold$ Tobacco Co: sales & mktg. mg!.; bus.
adm.; Aetna Casually & Surety Co:.
field & claims reps., aud, e"ngr., under.
W~UL

Few students today realize
the effects and potential the
computer has on campus life.
In the past year teaching
and research demands have
increased 150 per cent and
there has been a 25 per cent
increase in the total usage of
USF's only computer.
THE ORIGINAL computer
at USF was an IBM 1401
which, due to our school's
growth, became obsolete by
1962 and was replaced by the
more effective IBM 1410.
According to Dr. Jack

Chambers, assistant dean of
administration and director of
USF's Computer Research
Center, the IBM 1410 is "significantly faster" and less
costly to operate than was the
old 1401.
But as USF continues to
grow, the strain on the 1410 is
becomil)g increasingly heavy.
The computer is being used 24
hours a day, 7 days a week,
and still it cannot fill all the
demands that are being made
on it by the faculty, students,
and the administration.

BECAUSE OF the ever•
increasing demands, the 1410
will hopefully be replaced
next..,summer by a much faster and more efficient computer. By the fall of 1969, the enrollment at South Florida is
projected to reach 121'!(l0, and
the new computer will be required to take on a multitude
of new tasks which will directly affect the undergraduate.
This machine will assist in
registration and may do away
with registration days,
After seeing an adviser, the

Placement Services,
Big Operation At USF
MARILYN MUNYER
Sta.ff Writer
Approximately one out of
every four students -attending
U~F this quarter is als·o a
part-time employee on campus.
Joe Tomaino, Assistant Director of Placement Services,

said "There are still a few on campus for 95.7 per cent of
positions open for part-time the students who applied for
student employment on cam- the jobs.
pus this quarter. Anyone inMost of the employed
terested in such employment
students
on· campus, are sophoshould apply thr.ough the Ofmore and juniors, Tomaino
fice of Financial Aids."
·
TOMAINO POINTED out · commented, "however, we
that last year Placement Ser- also have an excellent graduvices secured part-time jobs ate assistapt program here."

THE

COMPUTER
will also help the student in
doing his homework. Dr.
Chambers said the new computer is "a tool which is revolutionizing .not- only administrative chores, but research
as well."
If a student is doing work
with statistical data and there
is adequate computer support,
the sample ~ize no longer becomes a problem. If the
computer is well supported,
the student would no longer
have the physical limitations
NEW

for his statistical data and
would be able to show a much
larger sampling than · was
ever before possible.
But in order for the student
to be able to benefit from the
new computer, he must know
how to use it, As Dr. Chambers said, computers have
"invaded every part of life,"
and the need for a person to
know how to use them effectively "cannot be over emphasized."

AUTOMOTIVE
REPAIRS
AL CRANDON$ "66"
Fletcher at 30th

TERRACE
~(F
-and cut-rate liquors
8448 _56th Street
TEMPLE TERRACE

· CUT RATE LIQUORS

Next To Pantry Pride

5326 Busch Blvd.

FLOR,IDA -

WE HAVE JU-S T THE THING FOR CAMPUS!

.

mugs " au go go"·

OCTOBER 23
Roch e Laboratories: ph~rmaceut.
sales; all fields. Owens-Coming Fiber•
glass: sales reps., SVPPIY & contract,
acctg., production, engrs. all fields,
Bendix Aviation : design engrs.; elec.
engrs. Grand Union Co: rhgl. trainees;
all fields. MarlfJI_·Co: -engrs., (systems,
logistics, . product), design & develop.;
engr. (EE, ME, AE, IE) physics,
acctg. Richard' E. Darby, CPA: Jr.
acct.; acctg. Mohtenegro & Co.: acct.;
acctu. Sears, Roebuck & Co.: mg!,
trainees; all fields. Price, Waterhouse
& Co (Daly & Anderson) : staff acclg!,
spec. for mg!. advisory ser.; adm & re•
Jatec fields.
OCTOBER 24
Tinn. Eastman Co: chemists, math,
engr.; chem., malh, engr f Burlln~ton
Ind: mfg,,. mgt•., ind. ~ plant engr.,
chem., qualify · control, planning, con•
trailers; . bus. -adm, ·. lijd. engr ... NASA·
Kennedy: engrs (propulsion, flight &
dala systems) fluid & flight mech.;
engrs. (ME, EE). U.S. Atomic Energy
Comm : mg!. develop., loch. program
ildm, acctg.; Master - bus., public
adm., econ., ind. mgr. B.S. . - acctg.,
engr. (CE, ChE, ME, ·EE), physics me•
tallurgy. -w. o. Daley & co.: accts.;
acctg. Na.v al Ordnance Station: engrs.,
phys. chem ,; engr. (CE, ME, EE, IE),
phys., chem • .•
'\
OCTOBE,R 25 .
Federal Comm. Comm. (FCC): IP91ications,
research, _operational &
engr., mgt.; engr. elec. Aetna Insur•
ance · Co.: underwriters, adjusters,
spec. agents; .. all fields. Osburn, Henning . & Co: fr. accts.; acctg. Borges,
Herne, Ryals & Perez-CPA: account•
ants; acclg. Stonerock, Hollingsworth
& Simonet: staff accts.; acctg. Arthur.
Andersen & Co. (Rlltm1n·n; Tolleson
& co.): fr. accts.1 •~ctg.

student's selection of classes
would be fed into the computer and processed into a workable schedule of the student's
and adviser's choosing.

1You won't want to resist _these mugs. They are the
grooviest look -in pop art. Get one or more of each design.
Our large assortment includes:
The ~tackables, "Smoker U.S.A." and the "No Smoking"
- 1.00 each
One for the Hoad - l.50 ·each
11w liive mug -:- 1.25 each
Pepsi .and Coca Cola - 1,2,5 each
\Iaas' Chiua and Glassware

the new fun way to tell time
designed by Peter Max ·
9.98
Designed by the cn•ator of tlw cosmic color explosion.·
Electric clocks to trarn,-pose time> into multi~fancy
colors. Bring <larii1g imagination to wall <lPcor.
ChoosP Daisv Reflection, Flower Girl or Circa 1890,
\faas' Housewares
.

he prepared for coffee anywhere

ILLUSTRATION

"CHARGE IT"-USE OUR PAYMENT PLAN

anytime with a coffee kit
9.95

DIAMOND MERCHANTS 01' AMERICA

G 0RDON!J' S
•

~EWELERS
.

\

4-ctip percolator with 2 cups, 2 i.-poons and 6-foot
cord set in cm:npact, waterproof red plaid hag. Ideal
for travel, school or office. Instant p-'rk kit - ~.H:5.
:-.Jaas' Housewares

.

IN TAMPA SHOP AT GORDON'S

TERRACE PLAZA MALL 8876 56th STREET
AND
3924 BRITTON PLAZA
SHOPPING CENTER

I

,··

\

~:~

.

NORTH GATE Shopping Center
9013 N. Fl9RIDA AVE.

OTHER STORES IN: ST. PETERSBURG, CLEARWATER,
BRADENTON, PLANT CITY AND.LAKELAND .

We'd like to ta_lk with you on
Wed.,·, October 16 about
ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES

at Florida Power Cor.poration • • •
We'll tell it like it is .. ·. and it's beautiful! Growth?
We must double our capability in te"' years. Advanced
technol.ogy? Our first nuclear-fueled generator
scheduled for operation in 1972. No industry employs
more
sophisticated equipment
and we're rightup
,
I
with the best . Florida - and our company- is where
the action is.
Please sign interview schedule now posted in. the
Univ~rsity Placement Office.

7'it6~n,~/
FLORIDA POWER COft~ORATION
YOIJ/f TAX- PAYING, INVESTOR- OWNED nLCTlf/C

COMPANY

"the swinger" bedspread
for the jet set!
16.00

twin size

Sensible psychedelic for today's
generation! The swinger bedspread
is in easy care cotton, completely
washable. Choose black and white
or blue and white. Perfect for dorm
or home!

l\faas' Linens

,·/·. ·'
/:_. ~~/·

JERRY STERNSTEIN .

Politics '68:
Youth's' Cries

0~CLE ·

~
~
4- U, of South Florida Oc:tober 9, .1968

I

·EDITORIALS AND COMMENTARY

·Are Ignored
The candidates for the presidency in 1968 have all succeede d in
one area this year. They have ,
whether willingly or unknowingly
alienat ed a vast majority of the
youth activists both of college ap.d
high school age.

Vietnam Survey Surprising(~) ·.

. , . . then it is obviot_1s that_the
The -Oracle today carries a full
page summary of a master's thesis
battle must go on. . .
in psychology by Col. John T. But.But- if you buy . that a rgument,
'terwick, former Air Force officer ·t hen it would appear logical to be
T hey have entered this political•
1and Sta,te Department Foreign Serjust as concerned about commuly explosive and dangerous year
:Vice officer, who received his M.A.
nist expansion in this hemisphere.
without you th's support and with•
tiegree from USF this summer .
If we can expend billions of dollars
out its enthusia sm .
~ -·Results of the survey taken by
and thousands of lives on a war on
When did 1968
Col. Butterwick among male ·stu- the opposite side of the world, why
turn from a y ear
dents-at USF show that a majority. are we not equally .concerned with ·
of youth activism
of those s urveyed support Presi- the revolutionary penetration of
to a year of youth
dent Johnson's policy of military Latin America by Castro'. s Comapathy at the nainvolvement in Vietnam and that munist Cuba?
tional level? The
s tudent vets favor escalation and
Would it not appear that our naanswers ar e now
r esumption of the bombing of
tional security is even more threat. standard;
t h e
):\lorth Vietnam if the curr ent peace .ened by a hostile neighbor · on our
turning p o i n t s
very door step thah ·by a rem@te
talks fail.
wer e the r ubber
We are not a bit surprised. For enemy ·whose power to· inflict di·s tamp convention
8ne thing, USF is yet to make the rect damage on tliis country is
at Mia mi and the
h eadlines in newspapers across the puriy compar ed to the :militant exhorror of Chicago.
state for staging large, spectacular pansionist l)Olicies of Castro?
The candidates
anti-war demonstrations. It is true
·This is not to advocate the openof the young wer e defeated a t both
have had some minor -confron- ing of a " second front" in the Caconventions and the old politi_c s
. tations between anti-war students r ibbean but simply to cite ·one of
wa s once a gain leading the respe c"afid recruiter s from _the Navy .and many inconsistenc;ies_ i~ ..our fort ive parties.
eign policy which confu,se ancl-alienAirF<m:e.
1
..
DULL CANDIDATES a_te many .Amer icans, · especially
J BUT, OTHER than those diminAfter
the conventions the young
young Americans, toward the war
utive protests, our ·campus has policy in Southeast
p eople were faced with two candiAsia.
,,-- •
been able to maintain a peaceful
d ates they just could not get e;xcit 'Meanwhile, the feeling of confu~tmosphere which undoubtedly is a
e d about and who r epresent ed
sion will persist; confusion that
result of less than dovish attitudes confronts the young and the old,.
a ctly the forces they fought to unon the part of most of the_student
seat .
I
\
.
the soldier - and civilian, the probody .
.
Vietnam and anti-Vietnam fac, And so it comes as no surprise
: It would have been much easier tions.
that th ese young McCarthyites,
for us at The Oracle to come -oi:it
We a r e satisfied,-to, know that
Kennedyites and youth for R qckewit h a firm, definite stand on the
male studJnts her e;-}cofit,;:Atr y to the
feller t urned from the national
:Vietnam war.
actions of their fellow ~tudents in Ed.'s Not.e: Beginning· today The Oracle S.LJ.D. had merged with other student in those social decisions ·determining the
scene and have in many cases re~- We feel no differently about this
some other. campuses, a r;e thinking carries the; first of three articles writt.en ' organizations, under the name American ·quality and direction of .his life ; that so• directed their energy to local canI
war than do the a verage, college
objectively in regard tq the wat. , by -USF student John Thomson on the Student Uriion. The Union suffered a ·ciety be· organized to encourage indepen- did ates, George McGovern of
s1udents . in America. And, algradual death, though, when its branches dence in men and provide the media for South Dakota, J . Gilligan of.
highly controversial Students For A
We understand, however-; that Col.
Opio
·
became Communist dominated and dis- their-common participation.''
Democratic Society (SDS). In this series,
though it is difficult to admit°to one- .Butterwick's·
and
Joseph_
Tydings
of
Mar_
thesis is b~ed -on a
y
land.
THE THEME of the Statement was a
s elf and other s, students - and sample population qf t he.. ,m ale stu- the writer covers the ,history, organiza- affiliated.
tion, influence and doctrinal t.enets of
Yet the S.L.I.D. had too much in store " participatory democracy" that banks .on - At a time when the youth of
non-s tudents - are experiencing
dent body.here and tl:l~;~ esults of this newly appeare~ student actj.yist for
the equal importance _of each man's America are m ore educated, m ore
politically active students and began
confusion over the major issues' inliis investigation qo .not n~cessari\Y, group on the American campus.
views.
to
thrive.
In
1945,
at
the
LJ.D.
40th
anniinvolved, and have more worthvolved in this prolonged war.
r eflect the -point of ,view of the en•
.,
Harvey Wheeler, co-author of the while things to say t han ever b~versary banquet in New York, Dr. Harry
THIS CONFUSION arises as a tjre 'university.cbmiriunity. ·
Students ' for a Democratic Society,
novel "Fail-Safe," who referred to the
A: Overstreet' said: ·
fore their cause has been str uck
result. of m_any · contradictiqns _
the campus salt on America's bureau". .. .your league started the process Port Huron Statement as "a holy text,"
ranging fr_om discontent with some
WE.PUBLISH!Col. But-terwick's eratic tail, is an idea nearly as old. as of getting college people to think about has written: " .. .America has · out- down by billy clubs and by infla m atory staterpents by a demagointeresting report· because his sub- , bolshevism itself. ·
the things that need to be · thought lined · the participational democracy of gue pretender- to the prBsidency.
df' t he reasons ' given .for U .S. in- ject is timely, his in\res ti-gation has
-In 1905, the Intercolleiriat~ , Socialist
her
fathers.
Sh!l
must
quickly·
bring
forth
of. .."
volvement
in Vietnam ·to the 'more
, ·was~ormed·'"cin _!:11~ idea ·of
a new one , . . Our times demand the
,
been carefully examined by facul- Society (1$S)
GROWING VIOLENCE
personal which inc~uqes gripes with ty,, members here a nd because,· it., . a mediocre Marxism~ A I e ;x,a n d er
CONTINUING ON through such note- de\'elopment of _new conceptions of legislation
·and
new
processes
of
delibera•
Violence,
never t o be condone_d
the present Selective. Service Sys- presents facts -,antl.'figur es which,. 'l'.r.achtenberg/ a member' of the · Yale
worthy leaders as James . Farmer (now
tion..."
·
in any form, has become fashiontem.
.
"to our·:,knowiedge: ~,haVtf''not b'een ·- University-chapter oHSS, and ·later·head head of .CORE), the Executive -commitIrt 1965, sos opened the·door·for•<t:om- .:'...:.-able to -many groupiUn·the Uriit~d
Whatever the confusions a.bout . previous ly. pies,·eQt~cf
. tQ s.t_lldents in of the Communist publishing house "In- . .tee of tl)e $.L.I J)., voteµ 'tq contemporize
the issues of ,t ]:le war, one point is ..any Florida -campus . . ,
munis,~ .,,py r~vising,Gti:ieir constj.tution. ' ~t ates t oday. And so it is the~y ou'th
ternational P ublishers" in New York . jts_. narp_e iil 1962," t hus·: S}uden~ for a
d ear.. Students,, . as well as all
This'r eport m ay sur prise many,
City, wrote in the April-May, 1919 issue . De;:~::~c ~-ci~~o~~s~~pplied in an .The rea son, as Look"Magazitie senior ed- · who learn from their elders tha t
"itor, Ernest Dunbar, puts it, goes· a·s fol- ·are now turning. from non-violence.
Ac1'11en cans, ar_.e distressed over the- . --a· 1·a--rm
· a· fe·w
·· ·a-n d . s· h·ock :s·om
· e·•· To of the ISS newsletter : ... - .
LID
hl
" T B ·1d
N
.
,
1
ff d
t
h
"The Russian revolution is the heri· · ,• pamp et
O· . w
·a
ew lows: .
m any young ives snu e . ou eac
-those who thin1' eampus··riots· can tage of the world. It
iiof be defeated
World" a definition:
· "Re~embering 'a colfoge - geiieratiori .. ··-- Many of these youth have ·a ]so
.
an~ the ;voun~ed .r;unt ~e~ · do little for the welfare of a Uni- by foreign militarism. It must live, so
o(the ·mties :·'tl,iat nad been frightened turned away· from the established
"Students for a Democratic Society is
1-\' 0 Wl11 re :urn ~
e . m e - ·- versity_, community, I this report is that Russia may be truly free and, tpe student department of the L.I.D. It into . silence by · ~ommunist witch-hunts, political organizations and have
~~ate~ less ~ell , equipped to cope '• an opfimistic sign that cUSF. wm through its freedom, blaze the way for · ~ ks' to bring togefher all th0se - liber- f)DS_'s_·organizers_deliberately decided to for m ed new groups that are more
w1th life. ,
witnes ses - few anti-war, sit-ins, industrial democracy throughout the
in line w ith the way they feel.
als-a nd radicals, activiSt8 and scholars- . open c1ts ranks to_anyone of whatever poWE ALL ARE confused because stand~ins
.. or riots. .
.
,
world."
who share its vision of a· truly democrat- .litical creed, a·nd so to remove the Red.
·
·
·
' '•ic society."
. b.aiting weapon from its enemies.''
GENERATION GAP
9f the ,c ontrover sial 'pdnciples inWe ·a.re satisfied with the fact
Wiat that , English Fabianists BeaThe SDS inceptive point was 'Port
Red-baiting was no longer ,used, for it , - And so the generation gap widvolved
,in
this
violentwar.
that
som
·
eone
took
the
t1
·me
to
trice
and
Sidney
Webb
aqopted
the
term
H
.
h.
d
l
'),
'"
•d
d
,
· uron, Mic 1gan. The 59 young e egates
became· no longer needed. In \December,
·
~ If, as President';]'o~son and the question college. students on-a con- " m ustrial emocracy' to supp1ement -at the convention drafted what is now 1965, , defying State Department~regula~ \. _eps and a long with it a growmg anth
State ' Depai:tment indicate, this troversial-issu e in a scientific mane Fabian Society's social vocabulary.
the SOS "bible," the Port Huron Statetions, Tom Hayden, along with Herbert·:· imosity towards the "young r abble
Aptheker of / the Communist Party and--- r ousers and. Commies. We get now ar is essential to terminate Com- ner. Perhaps we would. have fewer
THIS WAS ttie· ·-cue for :a· name ment, authored primarily bf SDS's first
inunist ' infntration and · expansion, , -p r oblems -to·_solve ) oday if mor e
change., ISs· then 'became the League for president, Thomas Hayden from the Uni- Yale University Professor Staughton where and we stagnate in our own
Lynd, went to Hanoi to confer with Na- hat r ed of one another.
then it is obvious that . the :battle students ·were consulted on ,;their Industrial Deinocrac_y,, (L:I.D.) in 1921 versity of Michigan. The Statement calls
roust go on. .. "'
. tional Liberation Front leaders. Other
views ,
after it had grown to over 60 chapters.
for:
Age was never meant to be this
i'
By 193~ the social balloon of the
"the establishment of a democracy of
leaders have traveled to Moscow, Pe~
L.I.D. ·inflated to 125 chapters and a new . individual partid pation, governed by two
kihg, Bratislava and Havana, widening·_· ·type of barrier to thought and expression of one's ide as . Isn't it
' child autonomy in the Student L.f. D. The central aims: that the indiviquals share
and clarifying ·the class struggle.
tim e that people of all ages sat
., -.:·· . .
1.
down and listened to one another,
Students are ibusy people.
They need volunteers who will
instead of talking past each other?
work with children on a one-to-one
r
They go to · class, sit around,
~tudy, sit a round, -eat, sit around, ·b asis. ·a ·minimum of two hours a
'
week.
play, s it around and sit a r ound.
Tutoring sessions nor mally · will
..... Ther e 's someone who can·put
be
scheduled from 2: 30t o 5:30 p.m•
. use tha t " sit a round" tim e .. ·
·
at the tutor's convenience~ VISTA
VISTA.
volunteers have em phasized that
That 's right. VISTA
Volunother arrangements can be made
Morrisons was selling cold. soft
teers In Service . to · Amer ica if a 't utor · cannot participa te be- ,
drinks t.o the hot registrants
could use you and s ome of your
tween those t imes .
·
through their vending del)artment
~ime. ·
at registration.
TRAINING
PRO.GRAMS
will be .
::: In their w ords , you can _m ake a
held
for
volunteers.
His resignation has touched off one of
This week: .gun control on camijifference in the life . of a young
But Morrisons was selling cold,
Chuck Tonkin has -resigned from the
If you're like the aver age stuthe ' biggest controversies of this year.
person by sharing a small por tion
pus (?), and SA goi!7-gs qn.
small
soft drinks for a cool· 15
University. ·Senate lo work on the new
Frank Winkies approved the appointdent at USF, life's t reated you
p,f your tim e and a la r ge pa rt of
cents.
Some, seemingly trivial, but maybe· teacher evaluation. ,Scott Ba_1:n~t_t_ \'/ill __ ___m~nt . of__l;!en ~rown, former Chief Juspretty well. You probably lived in
yourself in their tutor ia l progr a m .
bring his nam~ b~ ore the legislature for
tice.
A staff_ reporter for The Oracle
a good · home , with parents who the most meaningful legislation· to be in•
'1
appointment as _Secretary of Special SerVISTA HAS RECENTLY set up were a ble to provide you ·with t he troduced.
bought a soft p.rink at 11 :30 a .m.
EVIDENTLY
he
feels
that
Scott
BarIn line' with the national alarm over vices.
._ ·
tutoring p rogram in t he r ural
necessities of life and then some.
· on Thursday and paid the 15 cents.
nett, who hold~ final appointive 1,>bwer , ·
"
gun
control
and
the
preaching
of
respect
areas of Seffner, Thonotosassa and
You probably went to- a nice, ,_through fear with regards to law enwas against Brown's appointment: Win", He returned'at 3:30 that aft.ernoon
Mango
east of Temple T err ace.
kles has-sent a memorandum to all cQnairy school that w asn't cr owded forcement, Cindy Blumenfield ·will introI
a.nd the price was the same. He
cerned with SA to the effect tha~ he has
< a nd where you had a compl_e te set duce legislation to disarm the campus
called William N. Hunt, direct.or of
been making recommendations on all apof books a ll to yourself.
·.
security police.
Morrisons, ~o find out .why the inpointments to· Ba?nett since he has been
Secretary of Special Services Ben
crease of 5 cents.
in office. In effect, he claims'Barnett has
"I::» A
AT HOME there were ~ ore Hooks · first became concerned when the
~
designated
appointive
·
powers
books a nd magazines.
to
him,
One to One Group decided to go to the ·
' Hunt said he diruft know.
since most of his recommendations have
Vol. 3
Oct. 9, 1968 ·
No. 10
More than likely you n ever had Dean of Academic- Affairs with recomPrices were supposed t.o be ·,the
- the society of which Lehigh
been approved in the past. ·
'
ACP ALL-AMERICAN 1967, 1968 .
. a ny trouble with something , as
mendations.,
·
is a part generally disapproves
same
as in the cafeteria and he
Brown, perhaps the ·most politically
ANPA PACEMAKER AWARD 1967
basic as READING.
BEN CONVINCED thein jt would be
of ·premarital int.er course and
would
correct it immediately. It
controversial f;igure on campus, ha,s Win•
. Published eyery Wedaesday . In the school year
But VISTA h a~.. found a n•' ar~a of
better to go through the proper channels.
this is a fact'to whfoh the Uni•
kles' support not, in his words, because
by the University of South Florida 4201 Fowler _Av_e., .. Hillsborough CounM wher e , m ore
was
correicted.
Tampa, Fla., 33620. Second CIUS .polif•ge- ,Pl ld •t
'- Ben contends, " The ideas of guns ls
·~
versity cannot,'be indifferent. For
"I'm interested in political r umors; but·
Ta mpa, Fla., 33601, unde_r ~ct of /,lar. 3, 1879. Printt ha n a few children need help in repugnant to ·the idea of responsible Unithese reasons, the University
Hunt was contacted on Friday
ed By The Times Pubhsh,ng Company, St. Peterst h"
b .
d'
because
I want to make Student Gpvernb urg.
_
.
some mg as as1c as rea mg .
versity people. I don't-<-dispute there are
does not condone sexual interand ·asked the · reason for the
ment stronger with the contribution I
situations when guns may be _reqlll!ed
course in its Iivin·g units (includ·.Circulation Rates
mix-up. The vending was handled
feel Ben Brown can make." ·
MAYBE YOU CAN help a child especially in handling large amounts of
ing off-campus living groups),
f.hrough Henry Suarez, vending
Sing le copy (non-studenls ) -----· · ·--· · -----··· 10c
learn
how
to
learn.
money
or
night
duty,
but
the
idea
of
a
INFORMED sources feel Barnett's
and there is no basis at Lehigh
Mall subscriptions ------·----·····-·· ·- $4 School yr.
. manager for Morrisons, and Huµi
The Oracle Is written .nd edited by" students at
Tutoring -will- be a n enriching ticketing officer carrying a pistol needs
cause
for
opposition
was
for the Mesumption that privacy
•
caused
by
t he Univ~rslty Of South Florida. EdltorlJII vjews
program for him. He'll know, a t ·consideration.
Brown's "close informal affiliations with
said he set the prices.
accords individual· license with•
here in are 11.ot necessary those of the USF admin•
lst ral ion,
.
least, that someone cares 'a:bout
"I think students would repsect the
new left campus factions." His appointout rega.i:d for the int.erests of
Offices: University Ce nter 222, phone 988-413!;
"But we should be getting 15
him.
security police more without the guns."
P ublisher and General Manager, ext. 618; News, ext.
ment would, some feel, mean Barnett's
others.
..:. ·i:.emgh Handbook,
619; Advertising, ext . 620. Deadlines: general 'news
cents
for a :.mall coke," Hunt said,
approval
and
support
of
this
faction.
And
tutoring
can
be
an
enrichIn
line
with
the_
national
concern
over
1968-1969,
page
29.
·a nd a ds, Wednesd ay for following Wednesday; letters
to editor, s p.m., Thursday; classified, 2 p.m., Fri•
It is feared that a controversy such as
"beM.use
of the extra labor and
This
statement
is
perhaps
the
ing
experience
for
you.
A
way
to
_
•
gun
control
and
fear,
Ben
fee~
US~
day.
this one could alienate a lot of people
most meanir;igless ever put forth
us that "sit around" time to help
could set a goo~ exam~le, He thinks it
equipment involved. Thm-e is no
Editor ··· ·--··--···--------· · ··- ·-- Marlo Ga rcia
Managing Editor ------ --·-·- -· ··· Connie ~ aigley
e
would be a public relations boost to the
who are interested in SA because · o( the
by the University. If it were
set rate for catering outside . the
Editorial Chief ····-·-----·--··-· -----· Leslie Taylor
someone .
'
University and the security police.
new gains made with the Board of Reg-·
meant as a joke it should not
Make-up Editor ------------ --··--·-- Polly w eaver
cafeteria
and we can set our own
Assistant Make . Up Editor -·--------·-- Oscar Ros
IF YOU THINK you want to
A STUDY WILL be made to see when
ents, · quarter system revision, traffic.
have appeared in the Handbook.
_News Editor __________ !. ______________ Phil Runnels
_prices. We're only doing it (fu:r: help VISTA help people, contact
security police carry guns, and when
Feature Editor -----------·· ------·· -- Margie Sisk
fees and other fines and so on.
If it were serious, well, that's
Sports Editor -----·- -··----··-- --- -- -··-- J eff Smllh
Bob Haywood at the University they actually need them. I agree with
nishing thPJ stand) as a favor t<i the
But differences have been ironed. out,
also a joke! , Fine Arts Editor .. - - --·-· --·-· ··· -· · Maxine Kamin
, Advertising M• nager ··----· - -----···--· · Pal Hill
Chapel
Fellowship
or
ta
lkto
one
and
of
once
Ben
again
who
we
said
are
"The
lucky
very
to
hav·
sight
e
the
of
,
a
gun
(Reprinted
with
permission
students.''
, Genera l Ma nager ------·· -·-- Prof. Wa ller Grlscli
caliber of Ben Brown once more active
the VISTA volunteers now circulat- and its connotations are the issue infrom The Brown and White, Le, P ubli~h•r ··-··--·------:-. Dr. Arthur M. ~•nder,on
ing arouhd campus.
-·--· ·:volve~----- ···· · ~ - -in-the a-f-faira of the University,
high University. Bethlehem, Pa..),
&W..i#&W®\1ht1ilii#@W¥&t4WMM¥f.M¼lli#W4Ut¼@M9'
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THE NEW VOICE
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Candidates Are Exploiting Riot Mania
By DOUG GRIFFIN
Student Commentary

BUT HUBERT Humphrey
the dwindling of the reform
forces in the Democratic has learned a hard lesson. In
Party. This was due partly to trying to be all things to all
Kennedy's death ,and partly liberals and moderates he has
to the unwillingnes or inabili- ended up_being very little to
ty of the McCarthy group to all but a few.
deal in the politics of the
'.This is the reason for the
smoke-filled room.
vice-president's poor showing
Hwnphrey erroneously felt
in the polls and his relative
he could ignore the reform
lack of financial support. This
forces and by swinging to the
is also the reason he was
righ,t gain the support of the
forced to make a definitive
American moderate while -Still
statement on . Vietnam last
holding the left. His belief was .
week.
that the reformers would have
nowhere else to go on Nov. 5.
Hmp.phrey appears to be
The result seemed to be finally .responding to the influthat after the ·tremendous sup- ence ·of the New Politics. The
port given to the New Politics, question that now remains is,
the whole movement would be . can anyone believe him? It
ignored and the candidatrs may• be too· late. The vice- ·
would all bow to growing con•, president has · already begun
servatism.
work on a Texas size. credibil-

ity gap.
THE CR'EDIBll,ITY GAP
phenomenon is one of t he
prime issues of 1968. People
are sickened that tliey cannot
trust their leaders. One of the
basic reas·ons K e n n e d y,
McCarthy, and Rockefeller
enjoyed the public popularity
they did was simply because
you could pe1ieve · what · they
said.

(ED'S NOTE: The New
Voice is a weekly column of
observation and opinion. Its
creator, Doug Griffin, 2CBS,
is the past president pro tem
of Students for M:cCarthy. at
USF~ Griffin, a Navy veteran,
is an international relations
major. He h88 just been elected president pro tem of the
newly forming USF chapter of
A population· · which misAmericans for Democratic
trusts its leaders is sympto-Action.)
matic of a very serious problem. This deficiency in conPolitically, 1968 has been
temporary American democquite an explosive yea·r. It
racy al'ises because the politi···began with a rather feeble
· .challenge by George Wallace
cians are willing. to compromise _-the m·oral principles· of
on , the right and Eugene
their beliefs for politica1 _expe. McCarthy on:.the left. Almost
diency. They tell the .public
o v e -r, n i g h t a tremendous
ground sweµ for McCarthy
Kennedy , materialized
. seemingly out of nowhere.
Lyndon Johnson was forced
/
out of the race and it bl!gan to
'.
look like the year of the new
Uberals in tHe -Democratic
Party. It became fairly 'obvious that after gaining the
nomination, Richard Nixon
would bend with the political .
.. range. In . s~ort, I seriously
about 60 or 70.
wind• to stop Wallace's threat EDITOR:
question the observations of
Mr.
Nixon
did
mention
fa~
Can
a
leopard
change
histo his strength.
both
the Tampa Tribune and
THE BIG SURPRISE was spot.s? No.. Can .a leopard ma- voring more rigorous economture, learn, and become :;a ic sanctions against Cuba to Miss Taylor on this point. Perwiser creature? Yes. Anyone hasten the day of real free- haps we don'i agree oh what
who clings to . the, rigid belief dom in that country. The a · ''substanti.a l n um b r".
that people cannot change is noise level in the hall made it means.
suffering from "fi;;ozen evalu- difficult to hear that -comment
MISS TAYLOR SAYS, "A~d
clearly.
ationitis."
· no Negroes.'' There were Ne~
I ; too, attended Mr. Nixon'<S
This country has become groes , th~re. ..A youpg- Negro
· address at Curtis-Hixon' Hall, what it is ' via the free enter- man walked past my 'Seat (on
on Sept. 27. But, ·unlike Miss prise system - powerful mili- an aisle) as Nixon's speech
Taylor I came. away with tarily, influential politically, ended. A Negro family walked
some hopeful and positive affluent economically, and alpng passag~way trying to
ideas •for .a: cpange Jo~ard a perhaps spoiled by its own af- keep· their three youngsters
saner society. I inust .say, fluence.
to~ether:
·
however, that : the preliminar'I'.en,
per
.cent
.
o
f
Americans
.
INDUSTRY and all of its
ies to the main event seemed
positive by • products h a v e are Negroes. There were Neover long and rather·dull. ,
THE HALL was pa c:k e d formed the basis on which we groes ·there, but I would estiand overflowed . into other now have an abundance of . mate less· than the national
rooms, thus 11,000 seems a things and institutions. Mr: proportion .of ten per cent.
reaso~ably :accurate,figure for Nixon, ·quite correctly, is now
The .Ford Fou~dation 'has
attendance. ,The black-draped .calling on _private enterprise·
peace ·m archers numbered to go furtherAn hiring, train- · just ann01,1nced that it. will inabout 25.
ing and fully using the human· vest $IO-million in interest free
-UNDERSTANDING COMES
, The contrast in numbers resources not fully us~d~
FASTER-WITH ·
alone was more eloquent than toaay.
men .in an attempt to help
CLIFF'S NOTES!
any sign or slogan. Perhaps
' inlier, city areas (especially)
the tim~ for the ·non-shouters,
I applaud the concept of to.· produce their way out or
. OVER 175 TITLES $1 EACH
non-demonstrators had indeed more people on productive poverty pockets. This is a
AT YOUR BOOKSELLER
this payrolls and less on degrad- start, and serves as a chalcome! Their response,
situation, was loud · and c}eiir: ing welfare rolls. The specif• lenge to .others.
"We want Nixon!"
ics of the a,bove idea were
THERE WAS a representa- pri~ted in a ' Tampa Tribune
THE_ SIGNS ~SAID: . "This
- ' tiY.
_.e_;group of.J.,atin -Amerjcaps . ·.·"·™'!1cle,
'
O_f t; 1,
., I ' .J time ' vote as if your ' whole
..,
: w.6rld ' <iePen4ed ·,9n ·,lt".''. ~
.I' b·eat -~ rally. .Those with_,,§igns.;n•
COMMENT. o the m k . lieve ···that much or ' '"our"
or who ·gave .evidence of. their' . . · . •
, . . ,n
. a e•
.
. allegiance to the concern for up of Mr. Nixon s audience. I world . does depend ' ort'.it. I
·the future· of Cuba numbered am. between . the ages of 20 simply · cannot subscribe to
_ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ __ _ __ _ _. __
, _ _ and 45. The._rows I passed to the idea that our chqices don't
1
> >
•'
find a : seaf to . the left rear count.
' . .
•-·
section· of the hall · seemed
' The typical Americ!ln Hl.8-Y
·, amply supp' lie<i' with Pl!i'Sons
·•
,
· have: the opportunity to vote
f,
between 'those ages. Of the ten for a President only 12 times
or so people fomy right, alr during his lifetime. Not one of
but two · seemed · in the those .opportunities shoµld be
"scarce;, (?) age range. '
thrqwn away.
R.E.DUTTON
. The person directly in front
, Associat.e Professor
of me {a former USF profes-sor) I know to be in that age
Managem.ent
0

; and

OUR READERS WRITE

Prof Sees 'HQpe'

WHAT IS SAD is that the
American people are the .vie-.
tims of all this. The politicians edge snuggly close to
each other to capture the middle ground and leave the.public without clear choices.
But what is ,most tragic is ·
the use of fear to gain votes.
A responsible public leader
does not deal in· the cultivaTO EFFECT ANY . major tion· of hysteria. Yet this is ·
changes he would have to precisely what the candidates
radically alter the checks and are doing.
balances between the branch-·
They exploit fear · of comes of the federal government
· as well as between the federal munism, I e f t i S · t students,
government and the state and crime, racial violence, socialism and economic depression.
local governments.
This is a ·prostitution of the
The candidates 'are either politician's duty to objectively
ignorant of the most basic evaluate and inform the pub•
realities of these relationships lie of ,the facts and significanor they are playing on the ces of · contemporary prob- ·
fear of violence most Ameri- !ems.
cans have. I think the latter is
THE , AMERICAN people
the case. If this is so, a subtle
form of political exploitation is are left with three rather
being practiced by the poten- shifty characters who hedge .
tial leaders ·of.this nation . 1
on the issues, mislead the
Vietnam is another case of public and ·refuse fo .educate
political skulduggery. Nixon them when necessary.
I guess the only viable canrefuses to take a definite
stand, Humphrey is always didates left are Pat Paulsen
" clarifying" his position· and and Don Moyer.·. Sometimes
Wallace o ff e r s a super- I'm not so sure about them either.
simplistic "solution".
what the public wants to hear.
A case in point is the law
and order "issue." It is a
mainstay of the campaign.
Our legal system, however, is
essentially locally and regionally based. The President's, role in the influence
over this system is relatively
small.

Fall Frolics Coming

COMPLETE

Do you have a friend who
looks like Freddy or Freida
Frolics? Don't forget to
save Oct. 23 and 24 for
USF's big weekend of the
yea~.

BRAKE SERV.
AL CRANDON'$ "66"
Fletcher at 30th

WHO or WHAT is
GOD?
(Part of a Series)
,,.

@UIGO 1iF0
-

-

Thu~sday,
6:30 P.M.. - CTR
.
USF CAMPUS CRUSADE FOR CHRIST

e

a

8EHINf1? ·

Complimentary Make-Up Classes
•.• a more beautiful you, now
MAIi. iN APPI.ICATION 'l:onAY!
Mail this application 10 the 8913

SU Ill FCTS TO llE COVER FD IN EACH'C'I.ASS:

•
•
•
•
•

Basic skin care
Ho"( ltl'sclcct makc-ur,
Hnw to emphasize y,.>ur hest features
How to use your heauty tools ·
Liphrush. hrow-hrush, eyeliner anti
make-up hrush
• Special inst,ru~tions on eye· make-up
·.•Use of false eyelashes
• Pror,er applications or make_-up

FLOJUDAAVE., TAMPA33604

Nmnc _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
AJJrcs'-:_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
' City _ _ _ _ _ _ Phonc_
Stat<-._ _ _ _ _Zip,_ __

Check ht and 2nd choice of c.:lass you .wish to .J.Uend.

CLASS LIMITED TO 6 PER CLAss·

'

Instruction is FREE. The only

Tues.

· Thurs.

D Oct, 22
0 Oct. 29

D Oct. 24
□· Oct. 31

·. charge will lie what YliU wish
to purchase.

ffiERLE noRmAn COSfTIETICS

in

NORTHGATE SHOPPING
CENTE'R MALL
PHONE: ·932-2232

wx

·Friday, October-: 18'.-~ explore-an . ·
engineering career
on earth's
last frontier~1

(

.

Talk with·Newport .News On-Campus Career·Co"•
sultant about engineering'-t)penings at world's
largest shipbuilding company--,where your future
is as big as today's brand new ocean.
Our backlog of orders running for years ahead means,
competitive starting salaries, career s1:1curity; with your
way up wide operi. It ·also means scQpe for all your
abilities. We're involved with nuclea 1 ship . propulsion
"and refueling, nuclear aircraft carrier· and submarine
building, even automation. We're a . major builder of
giant water power and heavy industrial equipment.
We're starting to apply our nautical nuclear know-how
to the ,fast exf)anding field of nuclear electrical power
generation on land.
Interested in an advanced degree or research? We're
next door to Virginia Associated Research Center with
one of the world's large?t synchroi:yclotrons, off~ring
· advanced study in high energy phys ics. We're close to
Old Dominion· College and Univers ity of Virginia Exten• ·
sion Division, where you i::an get credits for a master's
degree, or take_ courses . in Microwave Theory, Solid
State Electronics, Nuclear Engineering and other ad•
vanced s ubjects. Ask about scholarship~, tuition·grants,
·.and s pecial leaves to implement these study and .research opportunities.
"
\
. Ask, too, about the pleasant living and lower livii,g costs,
.here in the heart of Virginia's historic seaside vacation
Jand, with superb bea~hes, golf, fishing, boating, hunting.

IMMEDIATE ENGl~EERING CAREER OPENINGS

'
Mechanical
Engineers
Electrical Engineers :
· Marine Engineers
·
lndustrial Engineers
Systems Analysts

Naval Architects
Nuclear Engineers
Civil Engineers

Poetry Of · Now
of pain, sirens.
EDITOR:
The following is a bit . of . Pop of leather and scream
doggerel I have written in
of fear, agony.
which you m'ight b~ ipterHapless
cm1fusi<in and
ested.
mindless
fury, ·
AMERICAN WOUNDED
breaking of glass.
Angry shouts and wails
Salvation is at hand.
-when
Blau Honored ,
Agony
is not ecstasy
Theodore Blau, a djunct professor, Exceptional Child Cen- ' save t~ the Martyr
ter, recently was presented
and even
the "Distinguished ·ContribOhe feels
tion to Psychology Award"
pain.
for 19.67-68 at the annual ·conCECll, B..CURREY
vention of the Florida ·PsychoAssocia.t.e.Professor
logical Association.
Of History

.FREE
SOAP
TO USF STUDENTS • TUES. • WED. • THU·RS~

AT -

Metallurgical Engineers

- ·.

.

'

\

Wants To
·Serve
You
'

,

,.

I

STOP IN
3509 E. BUSCH BLVD.
(OPPOSIT.E BUSC:H GARDENS)

Let the Colonel cook your · dinner tonight.
You'll love his tender, delicious Kentucky
Fried Chicken. , It's always ·f res.b and hot and
ready to go anytime you a·re.

HOURS
11 A.M. - 8 P.M.
11 A.M. · 9 P.M. ·

Mon. thru Thurs.
Fri. thru Sun.

* WE FIX SUNDAY DINNER SEVEN DAYS A WEEK
I

'

COLON EL SANDERS' RECIPE

Kt11tuck11 ]Tied Ckickett.
.

See our representative ,
- JolinJ. Gaughan
Friday, October 18

'

.=

* LAUNDROMAT *

He'll be at the Placement Office to answer questions,
discuss qualifications, ·take applications for fast action.
'

·.,,

'·COLONEL
SANDERS

.

Ne-wport Ne-w•@
SHIPBUILDING AND 'DRY DOCK COMPANY.
N EWPORT NEWS, VIRGINIA
All ~ual C)pportullit1 Emploier, U.S. ClllunshlJ) Riqllitld.

TEMPLE TERRACE SHOPPING -CENTER
OPEN 5:30 A;M.-10:30 P.M. EVERY DAY
ATTENDANT ON DUTY

TELEVISION

3509 E. BUSCH ,ou.LEVARD
5 OTHER TAMPA LOCATIONS
\

l.

OPPOSITE

BUSCH GARDENS

· '-THE ORACLE, U. of South Florida

Pisani Paces Bi-II
Past Brahmans 3-1

October 9, 1968

Runners Surprise
Auburn, Clemson
ATLANTA (Special) - A surprisingly strong South Florida cross
country team ran to second here Saturday in the Aldridge Invitational,
finishing in front of Auburn and Clemson.
The Brahmans, who placed seventh last year, showed a consistent
. performance and landed four runners in the top 15 to take the nm·
ner-up trophy and start what could easily be thejr best , season.
Georgia Tech romped
VIC KELLY of Auburn Bart Smith placed fourth
to the top spot on its
first in · 27: 53 in 28:35.
finished
home course, a tough,
USF's Wardel
e
I
hi
W
billy, five - and - a - half
South Florida, w h o
mile trek, in 40-degree Lewis took second in challenges F_lorida · State
28:04 and South Florida's jn Tampa this Saturday;
.weather.
figured to have a tough
time beating Auburn and
Clemson in the meet
since most of the BrahPARTS & LABOR
runners had pracman
WEEKDAYS 9-6
ticed on a foQr-mile trek
and had to compete on a
TO USF 5,t UDENTS
much larger one.

.
PWL VITALE

BUD'S SPORT CAR CLINIC

10% OFF

10701-A NEBRASKA PH. 932,15'59

Tech bunched its runners to take third, fifth,
sixth, seventh and eighth
places to finish well
ahead of the Brahmans.

!EXPIRES OCT. 31,tt '68

. DAN GAFFNEY

*

SHA$

SOUTH l'LORIDA

Holt
Tumminia
Vitale
Zagarrl
Gaffney
Tota l

South Florida's Don
Crank copped 11th in
· 29:35 while Frank Paris
was 15tn in 29:59. Dave
Castricone w a s 22nd
30:55 and freshman Keith
Howell, from T a m p a
Chamberlain, placed 24th
in 31:12.

20 0

1 00
201

1

1 00
0 1 0
6 1 1
I

0 0 1 t-1

south F lorlda
SI. Louis

1 0 1 1-3

corner Kicks-St, Louis 9, south Florid•
1, Saves-Sei-l ert 8, Donley 2.
I

SLU-Pisani 17:45 (BoKern assisted)
USF-Vitale 4:50 (Gaffney assisted)
SLU-Zoeller 8:25 (unassisted)
SLU-Pisanl 15:10 (Bokern assisted)

Ba.sketball ·Dead.line
F0r Wom8n Today
.

,

r

p,m. on the track. Swimming
is at 1 p.m. Mondays through
Wednesdays and 7 p.m.
Thursdays in the Argos Pool.
An , exercis,e session is set
Mondays . aqd Wednesdays at
7 p._m. in the Argos activities
rOOII}~

· Women's basketball and
tennis ,rosters must be tu.r ned
in today before. 5 p.m. at
Physical Education Department (BED) 100 and the basketball clinic is , today at 4 :20.
p.m. in .! he G:rmnasium.

, , 1968 STANDINGS

An . intramural sports meet1.·

•

I

:

Basketweavers .

•

'

J

1(18'
1041
1013
120
804

Tri Delta .. ·
Physleal i;ducallon M~ jors

. irig is -:i,cheduled, . todi!-Y and.
Thursday at 2 ·p.m, in ·PED

·

Kappa Della
Tri Chi ;
1~, 1n1~ns
Chi Omega'
Mu Three East

• ~:.;! ::

Jl4.
,

773
736
517
537

USF soccer team 3-1 here Saturday to g~ve the de~
fending NCAA champs their foµ rth straight victory
and a chance for a second :consecutive title.
The Brahmans entertain Florida Southern on
· campus at 3:30-p:m . .this Friday. .
St. Louis dominated the game offensively, taking
Tl shots to only six for the Tainpa contingent. The win
upped the Bills' 'record to 4-0 while the highly-regarded Brahmans fell to 1-1-1.
~either team was able to score early in the first
period but the Bills shook Bokern free with the ball
late in the quarter and he passed to Pisani who·
scored after 17:45. St. Louis led 1-0 after that period.
THE SECOND PERIOD saw both teams charging
hard at the other's goal but no scoring occurr ed before the half.
USF came out fired-up for the third period and it
looked as though the Floridians would change the
trend of the game when' sophomore forwards Dan
Gaffney and Phil Vitale combined to tie the score
after 4:50.
\ Gaffney pushed a ,quick, short pass to Vitale and.
be scored bis third goal of the season to give USF the.
.
first goal scored the Bil's this year. . .
. B.ut a freak goal less . than four minutes later
swung things the Bills' way and they controlled the
ball from then on. Chuck Zoeller, St. Louis' top scorer
in 1967, fired a shot at the Brahman goal and scored
when it caromed off a South Florida defender into the
net.
ST. LOUIS ADDED its final score with 15:10 gone ·
in the last period when Pisani took another pass from
Bokern and gunned it past B1:ahman goalie Jerry Sei,
fert.
Brahman Coach Dan Holcomb, who watched his
club drop to ,500 for the first tim~ in three years,·said
his team played well most of the game but had a few
. shaky moments and the Bills took advantage of :them.
"We were physically sound going into the game.
and played quite well in the second quarter," he, said..

Council MeeJing
Set This Week
Advisory
Council meeting is sche~uled
this Friday ,at ~ p.m. in Physical Education Department
114. Clubs should have rep. resentatives at' this meeting.

420

415

~tit•

Fontana
Sportsmanship award-Tri Chi
Offlclals's award,Fran Killgore .
\ ·

Skyway Drive-In
Oct. 9, 10 Wed., Thurs.
Two Technicolor Hits

GIG YOUNG

"The Shuttered Room'~
JAMES CANN"Count

Down;,

A Sports Club

Each · club must submit a
budget and ,its mempership
316
~urihier: The University has .
244
257
allcicat'~ $1500 for dubs and
230
220
-g,7 individual clubs ' will re~ eive
110
50 _ money on need and participa~
so rion.

The mtramural football
Delta Gamma
·
'
season 'has been delayed b~ , Gam"'!• Three west
Kappa One East
,
.•
-Pi
cause teams Have been late m · ·.:::.,"P~
turning in rosters and clinics Mp Three west
Alpha Epsilon Phi
for that .sport· have been , re- De.ta
~:~ma, Five East
scheduled.
Teams must qualify two officials ~nd h'av~ two memb_er's'
at each ·sports ·inee'ting. These
teams not qualifying the required officials .or represented
'.at meetings will be disqualified.

ST. LOUIS (Special) -- John Pisani and Tom Bok-

em led tbe St. Louis Billikens past an upset-minqed

"The team looked very .good in the third period until.
of-.
Zoeller's score but we made _some mistakes
tense. St. Lo.uis has unbelievable strength this yea,i:.
~th 22 or. 2S _players as strong as our' startilig, U,"·Seifert plocked eight shots while St. Louis ~oalie·
.
:Sill Donley was credited 'witl). two saves.
SLU has six · games . left on its regular seasoli\
schedule, including one against Michigan State, which
tied the Bills for the national title last year when the
championship game 'was called because of bad ,weather with the score 0-0 in the second half.

on

DAILY DINNER SPECIAL

95c·

While They last

Frank and Rita's Restaurant
Fletcher at 22nd

i

Compound your
suit inttrHt
Crickete11r helps set

you apartfrom tho
other guys in tho

c rowd with this
lightweighttexlured ·
hopsack weave suit.

The important look
is texture and

Cricketeer gives you·
1he extra dividend of
a D~cron• polyester
and wool wprsted
blend which meant,
it's going to stay .
fresh looking a\id
wrinkfc.frca, The
new mixture
colorings give YOU
added interest. ·

Oct. 11 , 12 Fri., Sat.
Three Technicolor Hits ·

Dacron anrl Worsl11d

FERLIN HUSKY

"HIiibiiiies in Haunted
House"
"Conqueror Worm"

Hop·sack Suit

vi~~f~T

MICHAEL GOUGH

"Horrors of Black Museum"
Oct. 13,' 14, 15 Sun,, Mon,, Tues.
Two Technicolor Hits
RICHARD wl oMARK

·:

"Madigan"

~-,·.,·. -~·:-:=

NIEL CONNERY
"Operation

Kid Brother"

,:·,:•:t ,•. ~:.

Ml!'.~·sWu,c
1107 S. fiqle Mabry and Northgqte

11945 Florida Aven11e

Show Starts 7:45 5Oc Admission

..

't.:f·~

I

•

ENTERTHE FIAT
· SAFE-DRIVING ESSAY ·COMPETITION
FOR COLLEGE STUDENTS.

, Another basketball clinic for
women is scheduled Monda y
but this one is only for
players. It is set in the Gym' .
Iiasium at 4 :20 p.m.
Women's team can earn
extra parpcipation points in
three events. Jogging and
bike riding is set Mondays
through Thursdays at 1 :30

PIZZA LOVERS
UNITE!

f

, . ••••~•••••••••••••••••••• ~·•••••••••••••••••••"•"••••••••••
1

:

;

1

.

.
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Junior College All-American
Paul deMesquita was the only
USF winner in preliminary
matches last Friday of the
Tampa Invitational Tennis
Tournament at the Davis
.
Islands Tennis Club.
_ deMesquita, · signed to a
S o 'Qt h Florida scholarship
after leading Odessa Junior
College, Odessa, Tex., to s_e cond in the National Junior
College_Tennis Championships
last year, qefeated Lakeland's

:

Roh Puckett.S.:4, 3-6, 6-4.,

•

Other Brahman men netters
weren't as fortunate, ho\\lev~
er. Tampa's Al Ayers dropped
Dwayne Howat d 6-2, 6-1 ; Bob
Deutsch Qf Tampa downed
Dan Perkins ii-3, 6-2; Tampa's
Ed Mopley defeated Dick
Martin 6-3, 3-6, 6--1 ;' and St,
Petersburg:s Mike Panayotti
defeated Mike Saine 6-1, 6,1.
deMesquita is expected 'to
lead the Brahmans this season after USF posted its best ·
men's net record in 1967-68 at
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ON AN¥ OF
JERRY'S GREAT

PIZZAS -

deMesquita
Wins Match ..

•

1

1

Scirry only one
Coupon per Pizza

COME SEE US OR . ••
WE'LL BRING IT TQ YOµ!
Delivery Service • 50c • FREE on over $7.00 Order ·

1

·

12-3.

Fiat U4 Sports Spider

SECOND & THIRD PRIZE:
All expense paid trip to a
, spring auto show

FOURTH & FIFTH PRIZE:
SI00,00

Gymnastics Club
Needs Membe.rs'

. . Persons interested in joining the Gymnastics Club
TERRACE
should call Dr. Nelson Butler
PLAZA
at ext. 125 or see him in the
SHOPPING
Physical E ducation Department. Workouts are scheduled
CENTER
For Those late
Tuesdays and Thursdays, 3 to
Snacks
Night
_________________________________
5 p.m. in tne Gymastics
I _ ___, - Room.

PHONE

.988-7391

r

PLUS: $$0.00 for each state winner
HOWTOWIN
I

The Piat Safe-Driving Essay Compe1i1ion
will be based on essays of 100 to 200 words,
detailing a personal experience in the life of
thecn1ran1 in wh ich one or more safe-driving
habits prevented or minimized a n accident.
Entrants mus! be ma1ricul a1ing s1 uden1s at
an accredited college or universit y. In addi•
tion to t he safe-dr iving essay, they must fill
out and inc lude the h rry blank right . En•
rries will be accepted if they are postmarked
between Oclober .I and Dcceml)er 10 o r 1968.

State and naiional winners will be notif.: d
Entries will be judged o n the basis of their
pertinence to the development of safe-driving withi n a few days o r t heir selecJlo n and winna mes will be publ ished and posJed at
ners'
will
ges
jud
The
y.
rit
cla
habils, o ; iginality and
be a selected panel of auto mo tive leaders. Fiat dealer showrooms.
A ll entries become the property of 1he Fiat
Dec isions of the judges will be fina l.
SO fi nalists will ~ selected from the 50 Motor, Company, and will not be ret urned to
states. Each state winner will recciv; a $5() t he entrants . The compel it ion is vo id where
cas h prize. Na1ional winners will be selected prohibited by law. All Federa l, State ond
from among the fi nalist s. Slate wi nners wil l lo~al regulat ions appl y. Employees of r ial
be announced al the end o f December J968, Mo1or Co. arc no t eligible.
Add it ional bla nk s ava ilable a t Fiat Show,
and national winners JI 1he end of January
rooms.
1969.
,.,.
your essay t o:
with
Detach coupon a nd ma il,

.--------~-------------··--.. --...-..------·
1HE FIAT SAFf;-DRIVING ESSAY COMPETITION

AFTII FLOOR • 598 MADISON AVENUE· NEW YORK, NEW YORK 10022
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Natatorium Has Several
Unusual Swim Features

Brahmans Home
University o( South Florida soccer team entertains _,lorida Southem .at 3:30 p.m. this Friday in defense of · state ,championship.

Players, front row, frotn left, Phil Puerto, Phil Vitale, Bill Geddes, Dan Gaffney, Mike Neminsky, Bill Sha;pless, Jack Belford,

Gymnasium,. was completed protect · the surface from
last spring and cost $265,000, dampness.
Seating capacity is 700 and
Robert Wielage designed
the pool is used chiefly for in- the natatorium and the Gym.
tercollegiate and intramural • His plans included the two
competition, physical educa- one-meter ' and one three•
tion swim •.classes, and safety meter diving boards · for
instruction.
NCAA swim events.
Other features include an
The pool is 25 yards long
electric scoreboard, p a c e and 25 meters wide and its
clocks and roll-away bleach- depth ra nges from threeers made of vinyl on steel to and-a-hau' to 12 1-3 feet.

Few major universities can
match USF's recreational
sports facilities and the new
natatorium is one reason why
South Florida is in front.
Probably one of the most
modern i n d o o r swimming
pools in the nation, the natatorium has a special underwater observation window to
help coaches see swimmers'
mistakes more readily and
give ,Rhotographers a chance
' for unusual underwater shots.
This Weekend .
An underwater sound system helps coaches talk to subBrian Holt, Jerry Zagarri and Jolµl Horvath; Baek row, Coach
merged swimmers. A regular
Dan Holcomb, Duggy Young,. Tim Tomes, John Kulinski, Pete
sound system is installed also.
Tumminia, Sompat Tµ.sanapr1;1,sert 1 Jerry Seifert, Jim' Houck, Fran
The heated pool, which is located directly. in back of the
Costello and Chuc}{ AlliSon.

Packer Plunge Hurts NFL -Chances
,;

shouldn't p<>se much on defense. Ma:ke it 'Miami 24,
· Are the Packers dead? Did the retirement of .
·
',
' ·. · ' /
Vince· -Lombardi mean an end to the greatest dyn- . Buffalo 13,
Cincinnati at 1Kansas Cjty ,:...... ·patil . BrQ"'.?1 1 has
asty in modern pro football?
brought the Bengals along pretty: w~ll but th~ team
Things look pretty bleak for: the world -champions after four weeks of the 1968 seasoq. Phil Be~gtsis no match for the Chiefs. Lenny Dawsop and Co ..
on hasn't rallied his forces like he had hoped and
· should have a breather this week before ·fa.cing Oak' Green :$ay stands 'an unimpressive 2-2 in the Cen- . land next Sunday. Chiefs 34, Cincinna,ti 7.
tral Division of the NFL, although it probably won't
DENVER AT NEW . YORK .... Joe Namath
take more than nine or l0 wins to land on top there. · · doesn't thrill me as a professioµal ·athlete .but he'·s .
good enough to dump the Broncos -almost any SunBut it's still t_t1ere in ,black and white. Green
Bay, 3-2 in exhiW:ion play and 2-2 for · the, regular
day. And this is one gf ttiose. New 1ork 3g, Denver
season. Not very convincing for a club-that has been ·
17.
.
' ·
the terror of the NFL for eight years.
Houston at Boston - Oilers had a tough schedBENGSTON AND the Packers see the writing .
ule early but should be coming.out of it now. Boston
on the wall. This could be the year. The Green Bay · doesn't have the classy type team that Houston· has.
dynasty could end just as suddenly as that of the
·
Oilers to win, 24-14.
Yankees in· baseball a,nd the Celtics in• basketball ·
San Diego at Oaklana - Raiders 'just -seem fu
(although Boston ca,qie back last year to regain its .
roll right along with few problems. _It's probably be. cause Oakland wants another shot at ,an NFL club
title). .
, ..
• Maybe too ._many veterans can't take the trein the· Super Bowl. Maybe the Raiders will make it.
mendous strain week after week. Maybe tpo many
Oakland 35, San Diego 24. ,
·
·
· players are reaching the mellowing age at the same
. -Baltimore at San Francisco - Both teams h:ave
time. Whatever it is, ..I.,ombardi sinks .a little every
bad good gai;nes ·this year, making this a tougpie.
time a 'Packer. misses a tackle. The "Old Master"
Could make· .a bjg ,difference· whether Unitas 'is·
has never seep. ·this ·side of the mighty Packers. ·
ready to go. Mark it up for Balttm.or.!=!, 20.-16.
DETROIT AT CffiCAGO - 'Here's a real puz-·
. Seyeral , gaJ'lleS this Sunday could . help decide
how the races· in ··both the NFL and AFL :will go.
zlf:!r. T.l;le Bears .were picked to give the Packers a
·. Buffalo at: Miami - '.rhe Dolphins have looked
~ough fight jn the Central :Division and look what's
bad but 'figure to _pull out of their sl~p anytime
happened. The Lions llaf en't been · easy I t? ·figure
·now. Buffalo doesn't have much on offense · and
out, either. Chicago ort a hunch, 21-17
Los Angeles at Gr,e en •Bay - TI!is is the big one.
· A· loss here could really bite the, Packers' h0pes 0f
· another title. The Ram.s are out to avenge that}inal·
defeat-i.p.1967. Bengston w0n't let this one get away.
. ,
Green Bay 27, Rams 20. ..- · .
.Minnesota at·.New O,:J~ans· - V~gs .aien1t for

New York at Atlanta - Giants have really got
the jump and have a serious shot at a title. Falcons
can be impressive at tim~s but this isn't one. New
York 34, Atlanta 23.
1

\ 'PHILADELPHIA AT DALLAS Cowboys
· won'. t win the NFit crown this time either but should
,~ eat the Eagles. Dallas 27', Eagles 7.
,_
·

~

Pittsburgh at Washington - Juergensen is good
when he's ready and he's ready. Washington ~.
Steelers 21.
.

·>ni~Ar

'

CATCH ·1h·e· BUS and LEAVE the
5-ERVICE- to US!
SPECIAL BUS for.USF
'SERVICE CUSTOMERS
·LEAVES for .USF.
<

ADMINISTRATION BLDG. AT

-8:15-a.m.
Returf'.1 Tri.p .4:30 p.m.

:..r;

.real and maybe the Saints are. !\nywj;\,y, .Al Qli:t's.
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pretty cool and bas a good, young club. Saints 17, ·
Vikings 13.
' · ·
· ··
·
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A si>ectaoul~r sports ~e~k- · the r i nion Tricycle. Jta,tet
end is ~set .for USF'~rs _©ct, Both bE!gin in fr9nt ,.of the.fine .
24-26 with the second annual Arts !f1,1ma.nities Building.
Other '.• ~vents include the
Bunion' Derby , highlighting
:homeeoming ' soccer · game ·
.Fall Frolics''68.
.The Derby is s~hedulecl at 2 with -Flori!fa 'at 8 p.m.. Oct. 25;
)p:m. Oct. 25 with the '.'Beat an al4mni'- fpundation • guest
gQ)t tournament Oct. 26-27 ·
..
. .
.
starting -at 9 a.m. at USF's
·c~!mpion~hip course ; _the_tr:a• .
.
,
· d1t1onal Sigma Al,pha Epsilon~
$igma Nu if tr~mural :ootb~ll
Q~We ~t 2 P·IlJ· Oct. ~6 , a ~Jc• ,
, · ~1e on th~. soc~er _!1eld side~
.. · b~ at 5 P,Ill: and another
·soccer game with .St. Peters,;bu~g 'Socqer 9 1ub•~t' B:3,o p.m.
NEARLY·100 bunioni11ts are
. exp~ ted to vie for t he covet,
Baeon, Eggs, Grits,
ed "USF Super &neaker Scuf.·
·and Toast·
fer'' title. when ',when · the
'til 10:30
Derby swings into , action
shortly after , 2 p.m. ,Oct. 25•
Pete Pages and Dottie'
Aminon WQlt the two divisions
i.ti last year's' ina1.1gural. .- .
Frank and·Rita's
Contestants ·must pick up
Rest~vrant •·
entry .sheets from The Oracle
Flttcher at 22nd
newsroom, Upiversity Center
(C'l'R) 222, complete them
_ _...~,,.,....---- - - - - - - ; . . . . . . .- ---~.._...

TH'E''PLACE" ..

Breakfast
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The "Beat the Bunion Tricy•

cle Race" is new tltis year
and.is sponsored by Ren Hooks
and the Uniyersity Cant.er
(Jomm.ittee.
.
Florida has a 3-2-1 record
against the ·Br!ihmans· in their
sbort soccer rivalry and South
Florida Coach . Dari · Holcomb
expects another rugged game
Oct. 25.
· THE GOLF tourney ,is set
for 3(i holes of four-ball competition and is op~n to aU
i!,lumni, foundation 'me~bers,
students, staff, faculty and
guests. Play begins at 9 a.m:
l;otb days with a: $6 entr y ,fee
for each _person. The. fee in~
eludes both· rounds aud' green
f ees.
· ". .;
Dr. Nelson Butler, USF's
new intramural and r ecreational · sports ,'coordinator, said .
he hopes the Sigma· !Jpha
Epsilon-Sigma Nd1 g ames·
(!raws as many fans as it has
in r ecent years:, The game is •
scheduled for · the intramural
· !ield 'located directly .behind
the ~rchery range near th~
Physical Education · D~p~rtment.
A picnic for USF;ers ·and
anyone else starts at .li; p.111.
on1 the soccer , field sidelioe!i ·
Oct. 26 and students can then
re~rve choice s~t& ou thCI ·
ground for· the 6:30 :tt,m. soccer game with St. Petersburg.
All sports events scheduled ·
Oct. 24-26 highlight Fall Frol-'
ics and all' are free except the'
golf tournament and the picnic. · Students can r eserve
places in the tourney b¥ 'calling Wes Berner at the USF
golf course.
ALTHOUGH 'J'HE Florida
game i$ usually the bitterest
game each season for · the
Br ahmans, an a p p a r e n t
mix,up in signals caused a
dance to recefve kn 8 :30 p.m.
starting time that same day.
Several stuc\ents have. already
approa-ch o f f i c i a l s con• •
cerned with Fall Frolics '68
,about the conflict but both are
still schedu.led for the same
times .

..: USF Bookstore:.
,1lnfy enoug" (or half the students.on thi$ campus! :
..

.,{

USF STUDENTS, BE ou·R GUEST TUESDAY
./'

EVENlNG OCT·. 15th AT .,
7:30

I

I' •

I

.

r

.

When-we Pres~.ntFalcon _Highlights of ~967, the
Spectacular 1968 Masters· Golf Championship
•

.

I

•

•

1

.

•·.•••
· ·•.....-•• ··• . •.!• ••• •··•·

.,

,

and ·Two Action Packed Skeet Matches.
\

)

\.

/,

. You needn't be a member of the 300
Club to cittend - H.owever, this might
be a g~od opportui,ity for you to join.

1

I

:.

., .. ,

and have them back in CTR
22~ by the noon de.adline Oct.
18. Complete r ules
be published in this section next
week.

~

ac:>e>
CJX.V::E&

NO DUES - NO INITIATION FEES-

I

• SEASONAL NEWSLETTERS

·• 300 CLUB IDE~TIFICATION-CARD

• SPECIAL FILM SHOWINGS

• CREDIT CARD

• ADVANC!D SALES LETTER

4' PRE•SEASON FASHION SHOW

• FREI! REFRESHME.NTS ·..

• 300 CLl,-8 MESSAGE CENTER

franklin ·at madison
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SfudenfSurvey_.• ,

VIETNAM POLL
"It was concluded that the anitudes toward wa:r ore paradoxical.
Perhaps this lends some i'nsight in.to the question of why 'peaceful' people fight! Individuals niay well be strongly _against ·war on . humanistic
grounds and even not 'in favor' of war-in Vietnam and yet agree with ~J.S.
.
military invoJvement there, and even further, support a policy _o f further
escalation."
I

.

•

I

.

'

unanimity. Forty-four out of 50 thought it
necessary for U.S. forces ·to be committed 'in V~etnam during the next 12
months, with only one strongly disagreeing.

Ed Note: :rhe following article on "Atti•
tudes Toward the Vietnam War As a
Furiction of Personal Involvement" • _is .
based on a master's thesis in psychology
by-COi. John-T. Butterwick, Ret., former
Air Force officer and/ Stare Department·
Foreign Service Officer. Valere Butter- ·
wi~k, his wile, collected the data for the
stµ~y which was experimentally con•
~oiled and showed,~significant results.
Slie 'is
author of this summary of the
thesis. Research ·on war attitudes · is
mre. Porter, in 1926, completed- one of
the earliest experiments in this field-at
the University of Chicago. To the editors'
knowledge, this is the first scientific ..
: study on student opinion.on Vietnam at .a .
~,-F lorida university and quite possibly, the ·
,.~t such _comprehensive study'. on a U.S.

described by the following general category of emotion: (1) Happiness, (2)
Anger, aggression, (3) Fear, anxiety, or
(4) .N~ emotion, the an~wers for · the total .
group . were, (1)- None, .(2) 34 per· cent
(3) 38.per cent, (4) 26 per cent, and 0th•
ers,,2 ,per cent.. ComJ>aring the vets and
nonvets, it appears, at least superficially, that degree of involvement may produce compll;l'.atively more anger and
aggression and more emotion generally.

0n the question · of escalation, the
total group registered-·a composite average . indicating a desire for a more aggiessiv,e policy in Vietnam. With peace
talks in progress, both groups . prove to
be more conciliatory and do not 'differ.
Peace talks have the effect of bringing··
.Anoth_e r ·special item was designed to ·
both groups into harmony. ·
·
· obtain a very rough thumbnail sket.ch of
. Tms TOGETHERNESS suddenly dis- self-esteem according to· the level of involvement. It stated, · "My self esteem
appears when the two groups are faced
has: increased over the·past five years."
-with . choices as to w1'at_would ,be the
Of the t otal group, 66 per cent felt-their
best course for the United States to follow in.Vietnam, if the present peii.ce talks ~elf est~em had increased,, with 23 per
cent · neutral. Thirty-six per cent felt
fail. On this measure, the_vets· become
:,campus.
..
strongly ,t hat their ·self esteem had inextremely hawkish; 86 per .cent favor an
creased. Among the . veterans,· 62 per
.
'
increase in military action such as
By VALERE .BU'f'.l'ERWICK- ,
cent agreed with only 14 per cent strongbombing North Vietnam and general esly •agreeing,. and 34 per cent being neu· calation or all-out escalation with only
Most male students at the University
tral.
/ of -Sout~ Florida do not like· ttre present
eight per cent wishing to see U;s; forces
' top governmental leaders of the United ·
withdrawn. Forty-two per cent w.ould
'rhe 'non-vets ·stood much higher in ap•
; s 't ates, ·b ut they support the President's
favor all-out escalation. However, here
praising their -self esteem .. Seventy per
h,olicy of U.S. military involvement _in
again the deep division, of .individuaratficent ·agreed, 22 per cent strongly, and
;:;Yietnam and favor escalation . and
tudes comes to light, particularly among
on1y·12 per cent were neutral. However,
\,resumption of the bombing of North Vietthe nonvets.
·
·
only,four per cent of the vets disagreed_
that their- self , esteem · had ·increased,
,.nam if the current peace talks fail, ac•
.. Twenty-eight per cent- of the nonvets
~bile: 18 per cent of. -the nonvets disif ording to a recent study conducted at'
were in _favor of all,out escalation while
a~ed.
•, . .
, .
·
,the University of South F,loI'ida. ·
26 per cent would favor the other extreme course of withdrawal. In contrast
.
··
IT . WAS concluded that attitudes
to the .figure of 86 per cent for the vets,·
Stu~ent veterans as a group are neutowar.d war ; are paradoxical. . Perhaps .
:Jral toward the establishment, in con:
52 per cent of the rionve(s would, favor
this lends some insight into the question
trast with student nonveterans who •are..
·
:somewhat anti-establishment. The · ma- ·' between· ,u:s: .i~vol~ement ·in the past,
today and. only 56 per cent respect them.
either general. or .all-out escalation.
of .w hy ' 'peaceful" people fight ! Indi:vidµ:jority of those, interviewed agree that
pr~nt, :<i;il/i _near f.uture. Likewise, the
This compares rather closely with the
.The test of knowledge revealed the . als may well-be strongly -against war on
'.
'
grounds
and even not . "in
:u.s., invoivement' in Vietnam ds •neces• . attitµde toward . escalation-de-escalation figure of 26 and 44 per cent respectively greatest difference· . between the _·two , humanistic
favor"
of
war
in
Vietnam (because they
;~ary; but the attitude of .the.vets.is m~h- was broken
~nto 'two components, · for nonvets. There was close agreement
groups, with the veterans being far betare against wars of all kinds). and yet
)nore positive.
'· . ·
· · . , . ·:-i.er._:with pe~ce talks · in Paris 'in progthtat the prestige of the United Sta:tes ter informed .on -Vietnam arid the war.
::
' .
'.
- , ress,:and in case they fail.
throughout the world has decreased in . No ' correlation · wa~ obtained between ·'· agree \½th U.S. military involvement
.. IF THE CURRENT peace .negotia·
the past five- years, i.e., 82 per cent of
knowledge and any of the a~titude scales.
ther e, and even further, support a policy
the vej:s and 78 per cent of .t he nonvets
·tions in Paris break down, nonvets would
, The Likert scale e~ploy ed permits
·
. of-furth~r ·e scalation.
the subjecno regis.ter five responses to
agreed on this item.
· THE SCALE ON t ommunism failed to
~ontinu? to support the present military
poHcy, whereas the vets would 9efiniteeach ·'item,. inclutling sfrongly agree,
reveal any significant difference between. , , ; The .gene~al antiwar attitud~ has been
compared to the gene['.al anti-sin attitude .
-ly.endorse a policy of general escalation·, , agree, i:teuttai, disagree, and strongly
The total group expressed ap_pr.oval -of
the vets and the nonvets :with the total
held . by most people; However, exposure
· a nd the resumption of the bombing of · djsagree; In addition, there were three , involvement in Vietnam. In hiJ.rmony
student" body being anti•Communjst. ·
tat_!:!s for war and sin are different, _as in·
North Vietnam. It was found that student - special items to gain some in~ication of
with each other, both groups expressed
J
·yets have considerably more knowledge .emotional reaction · to the war,. self
approval of U.S. commitments to South
On the queStion of admitting Red · div.iduals are_ .only exposed to war ap·concerning Vietnam -and the war com- _ teem,. and one . aspect of patrio~ism.
Vietnam. However, with respect to ,p_a st China into the UN the vets were evenly
proximately once in each gene ration.
.
'
divided.· Fifty per cent' of the nonvets
pared to their fellow students who have ~ Thos_e . p,articipating were a~ked to add ·involvement, only the veteran group in.dith
cated approval. As to the need for pres- c1-greed · at RC?· China: should • be ad,not served ,in the armed forces.
,
comments .on the issues raiseq by the
··•
· .
. · . .... questionnaire,
ent' involvement, both groups moved· up mitted. with 38· per cent disagreeing. Of
this group, l8 per cent strongly. agreed
· • The results of the study also md1cate
.· · · ·
•
.· _ - .
. .
on ·the scaJe,. ht.it with the -vets much
f11at attitudes toward · the Vietnam war :. ~-'-.1@ _FINAL _sampl_~ of voluntary.' and more in favor of current· ·military· j n-· and exactly 18 per cenf 'strongly dis- ,
and specifically related. issues do. vary'>/ anonymous subJects ·mclude~d· 100 male volvement. Both groups remained up ,on ;agreed on 1this controversial issue..
Of the total subJ'ects ,
per cent were
aceording to the level of' personal ,instudents at.the University of _South Flori~ the_.. sca_le_· regarding the_ need for U.S. ' .
-~ da-~d represented.four levels of persont
t d
th
f
:volvemeni. ·
·" .
1
1
. ,.
..
. ·aHnvolv:efuent .in, the Vietnam war and
mi i ary_mvo vemen . urmg e near u: in the-age ·category of 21-25. Only one vet
-'r These and other significant findings
these le:ve1s' consisted of,veterans of U.S.
ture, wifu ·the ,vets,,m much st.r0 nger
was below the age of 20, whereas there
emer.ge from a scientifically conducted
n:iilitarY. ~h,ice who had served 'in Viet: .agreet?ent ;wi!h ~e presenc~ of tJ.S. were 19 nonvets in this ·youthful cate~tudy on "Att\tudes Toward the ·Vietpam,,> nam; veterans~ who ·haa' ,not served_ i~ · armed forces m Vietnam over . the near · gory. . None _of the nonvets was 31 or
1
War as a Function of Personal, Involve--·-•- vietrlam, 'qtia'Iified m_a le ,st~dents / Who
tetm.
· over, btit 15 vets were of ~sage group.
·
1
Except for the : measure on knowls.
MANY OF· the heartfelt written comment" rec(tntly completed as_a mast~•s . expe_c ted to. be. called into · 'military serth_e_sis in psychology at USF by John T.- vice •,,upon · ·graduation , or -sooner, and
edge, ~e r anges of scores are consistent- ments suggested an anguish born of
' ~utterwick.
- . s': ·'' : thOSJ,!, w.bo_. <Ud ' uoCexi;iect: tci- be c;tlled
ly closer among vets than among. non~wnanitarianism . and high principles
·. Members of the The~is Committee
iht9 m~itary :service because of disquali- vets, indicating more homogeneity of
versus the ·h arsh realities-of internationfi_cation for ·one reason_·or_aqqther.
. - politics. One read:
·
·were.
Dr. Francis
Sistrunk, Dr. ,Da'id
a ttitud·
, es among the vets· However, ' a
al war and power
Clem_g11t,. anµ Dr: Harold .L. ' H/iwkin_s. ' . 'The ·s ~~e ·m~~sufing,attitudes tqward , clash of individual opinion is illustrated "No war in the.history of·the world has
Scientific studies on war attitudes are
the establishment i included judgments
by the .'-number· of opposite r esponse to
ever been right. The Vietnam war is no·
items concerning present and future in~' . different.· However; I cannot agree "'1th
comparatively rare.
anff choices· on a' wide-variety of aspects
of the estal:!lishlllent and was -~urposely
volvement.
people who sympathize.,. with the Viet
· EVEN: THOUGH the total g-roup of br aa,1t.in _sd:i~.f i'hi~..;g11,ve :the ~tu!iepts ". .
.
.
.
"
'Cong and the doves. I think that the
.male students registered appr(>v~l' of·: an opporJunity it,o~register the)r. attitudes , · . FO~ ~~LE, on one _item,. I
fighting is unnecessary if peaceful negoprese~t and future U.S;'. involvement arid · ofr academic _lge ; : -~OV!lrnnienk l, mill-, thmk it is . necessary. for .t~e Umted
tiatioµs can be work~d out. If not, -the
also favoi: escalation a nd a resumption · ·,tary, academic,' and · reli-gious . atithorita~ ·'.- ~tat~s to be mvolved with· m~1ta?,' force
U.S. has DO' course but to mainta1n·"itself
of the bombing of North Vietnam if cur- . tive figures;, . the' :quei,tion of more· stu- , m Vietnam at the present time, _l4 of
in Vietnam until ·such time as the North
rent peace · talks, fail, there was· a wide
the 50 n~nvets strongly a~reed_wh1!e 12 Vietna'm strength has been diminished
dent p~rti.ci_!liitio~. ip ..university affairs;
rarige oUndividual responses and the av~ pri~e iii countrY,; ·and ,the pre~tige of the ~tangly disagreed. On the identical item,
arid• the South Vietnamese are able . to
erage figure belies the qeep division of - United,States throughout.the world.
. 2l- vets: st: 0ngly agreed, but only three -fend and support . themselves· properly.
opinion within the student body.
~
strongly disagreed. In both ·groups only . The. problem .here is th·e threat of the
.- , , ·
- · ·
two were neutral. Of the total group •of
Chinese Communist takeover in South-Eighty-four . p'er cent of the veterans
The study ascertained attitudes · ·disagreed -with the statement that many
50 veterans sampled, 40 either agreed or
east Asia."
toward communism, the establishment,
,,I, .
•
military leader s,· of · the United .States· strongly agreed with this item compared
need for U.S. military involvement in t9day ·;µ:e "im~a~ur,:dv.hile 54 per cent of , to 29 ·of the -nonvets.
Another wrote, "I am an._ American,
Vietnam and escalation-,de•escalation. fn
not of any· particular party - but I am
·.'
the non\'ets ·disi).greed with this ·item.
addition, knowledge con<;:erning the Viet- ·
. Regarding future· involvement/,
absolutely not a Co:quriunist • • •. ·I am
JJam issue was measured. The scale in
· ONLY-:W per ·cent ~f the vets like top
against war of any · kind. It ·sqlves nothv~ts were signifi~antly more favorable.
the
70•item questionnaire distingtiisned
. ie~der~ in: the ·united .'States gover~ment · On th\s item the vets showed -remarkable . ing ••. In short my country has grossly
'
.
' ·.
disappointed me - but I believe in my
. coµntry· enough to believe it wiµ learn
and love and live. And we can then and
only .then· continue as the greatest nation
of freethinking individuals."

the

'

down·

J

es-

On Viet Nam .•

Results IN
Col. John · T. Butterwick's
career with the U.S. Air Force ..
spanned nearly 25 years. He
retired at MacDill Air For~e
Base in Nov. 1965.
Butterwick's military career began in 1941 following
his .graduation from University of Wisconsin. He served on
the staff of Gen. Curtis
LeMay during World War II
as an intelligence officer 'iri
, Europe.
Following World War II he·
served as deputy chief, Civil
Administration and Political
Affairs with the State Department during the Berlin block•
a de. Between 1951-56 he was
assigned to the staff of the
North Atlantic Treaty Organi- . 1 ·, .
zation in Greece and Italy. .
Shortly after its activ.ation
in 1961, Butterwick was a,ssigned to the Directorate of
Intelligence,
Headquarters; · ' · ·
U.S. Strike Command.
·
Britterwick is also the au-.. · ' ,·
thor of the book, "Escape,"
"Escape" which . h~ . been
credited by innumerable· military men-:as having saved the
lives of many American Afr ,
Force crew -members.
.
He is -also a regular contrib- .
-utor to the State Department ·
Bulletin, which is circulateq ·
in Europe and. Asia.
\
While serving overseas in
Korea, Butterwick became .an
e~pert in karate -and judo·-and . ' .
was awarded for the highest
degree of proficiency in the
ancient art. He is president of
the American Tang Soo Do
Association, a derivative of
karate.
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. . Many subjects expressed interest in
the -questionnaire itself. One commented,
''The questions- · are interesting and. tho~ght provokitig," and another; ''Clev-

er,." : ...

.

'

A FEW attacked the ·questionnaire for
"its bias · toward withdrawal." .One· student wrote, "This questionnaire is· so
slanted that its. results will lack ctedibility. It is patentiy obyious that it begins
with a purpose· of disavo:Y,'.ing · U.S: involvement fn Vietnam and sought. questions· to support that position. Its bias
wasn't even subtle!" -One puzzled. student
commented, "I don't ,know ~ha~ the purpose of ·this questionnatre is . . . but I
applaud
the effort and interest
taken."
.
. .
'

-

Another student made his views clear ·
as to the correct U.S. course of action to
be pursued in Vietnam bi printing four
huge words at the conclusion of the questionnaire, "Get~the Hell out." Another
wrote succinctly, "If . we have to ·be in
Vietnam, why the hell don't we get -in
and get it over _with?" In quite different v~in,. one student stated simply, "I
am entering the service 15 days ~ ter. I
graduate and I hope· ti:l be sent to Viet•
riam."

a

One•half the students, after answering
the 70-item questionnaire, wrote com. ments ..:.. some as long as ,two pages.

The· -Wfir In The _Air
'·

'HAPPINESS is not the Vietnam War.
To the special item, "My feelings concerning the_Vietn~ war could best be

Miseries Of Th~ ~round War
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Big Sister Program Aids
NeW Students At -;USF

'If You Aren't Equal,

my suitemates and I had up "The ·upperclassmen must reto nine." She added, "Most of alize , the importance of ,this
the extra \ little sisters this program. 1'.hey haven't· had
year were in Gamma Hall." the experience with it that the
Future plans for the pro- . sophomores and .freshmen
gram include making Fontana have. A greater emphasis · on
and DeSoto subcommittees of the program will make it
the organization. Dana said; bigger.and better next year."

By JOHN GUGGENHEIM
Sta.ff Writer

Big sisters can be pretty
important to anyone; but they
are especially important to
new freshmen and transfer
DANA HOUSE
women students. ·
• • • A Big~~ister
The Big Sister program· on·
the USF campus is headed by
Dana House, a pretty sophomore, who bas high hopes for
the program.
·
Two years ago the Big .Sister program was started to
orientate freshmen to college
life. Dana said, "Our biggest
By JOHN GUGGENHEIN
help is aiding the freshmen
Staff Writer
with their courses. Many of
them don't get to talk to their
Twenty-six ye~ old Richard
advisers during their first Whitney is USF's first assisquarter. We also tell · them ·tant dean of men.
what they need to know about .· Whitney, who was Resident ·
social · events - any little
Instructor for Fontana Hall
last year, finds his.. newly•
gleam of light is a help."
. The . Big Sister program is . created position a · challenge
d i r e c t e d by the · Inter- He said "I came to South
Residence Hall Council . who . Florida because it has great ·
takes application for big s is- growth potential and facilities
ters second or. third quarter. and we're not tied down to .
When the big sister receives t r adition."
the names and addresses of
"A university that has a 70 _a nd faculty. He said that the· . is. ·a · unique· population beher little-sisters, she ,writes to per cent commuter population university is fairly liberal in . cause many .of the students
them during the summer and
needs to create a .greater . its attitude concerning the are oldet>- which seems to add
lets her know, everything that
,,
to the maturity of •the stuidentification
for the student.
presence of students on facul- dents. ,The-students are fairly
a new freshman needs ,to
know. ·
· ·
Whitney added that he felt · ty committees. However, he active-and the intramural proDana said, "Each girl has . this could be done by a grow- said that there can be greater grams are very active."
two or three little sisters, but ing resid~nt populatio~ and . student . cohesion by involve- · Whitney received his B.A.
s~u_d~nts mvolveme~t , m a~- ~ ment in organizations, and · in History. and his master's
tivi~ies.
..
. . that the .University Center- degreJ "in guidance and counHls new Job_ not only ,m; helps by offering such a "tre- seling 'froin Indiana State Unieludes counse~n~ male stu- mendous program." Whit- versity. He is a native of Cind~nts and aiding ~harl~s ney's wife, Carol Jean, was ._ cinnati, Ohio. Whitney is also
Wil?Y, Dean of !14en, w!th h~ assistant program director for . faculty a_dYiser for Alpha Phi
dt:ties, . but also· helpmg m the UC ·P rogram . Council last · orrieg/i · Service Fraternity
orie~tation, employee a~d ed- fall.
and i:.au Kappa Ep,silon Socia.I
ucational referr~s, _bemg · a
He said, "The student-. body __ frat~nity. .• ··
· ·- - - - - - - - - - - ' - - - - - . troubleshooter, 1ssumg · off.,_ ---.·- ·,___ _._"""'....
campus housing permits~ · advising foreign students, . .as
well as. handling male handicapped students and medical
referrals.
_
Whitney feels one .area of
campus life th_a t needs in·.·.. .,
' .'
-. i
creasing attention fs._commu.,nications between students

-whitney Is A First

·Big WardrObe· Out

-For --New Freshm.en;
.,Use•-'- Roommate·'s

•·., ..Jr'

•

,.

You Have A Chance'
By JOHN GUGGENHEIM
THEIR ELECTIVE courses
Recent data on the group of
3), Negro students are
Staff Writer
included nursing, television 1965 graduates showed that sometimes reluctant to accept
"If you really aren't equal,. production, weight condition- the dropout rate is 33 per cent a full - support scholarship
at least you have a better ing, aviation, photography, (which is approximately the from a predominantly white
chance."
,
sewing, personality develop- same rate as the entire col- school.
4). Funds independent of
These were the words of Ed rnent for girls, typing, life lege population). The high adTurner, an Upward Bound saving and hobby shop.
mission rate for the Upward Project Bound budgets need
-student fr O m Clearwater.
Miss Earlene Dickey, chief Bound students - 80 per cent to be sought.
Turner, in his third year with counselor as well as college compared to ' 65 per cent for
5). A follow-up contract will
Upward Bound, attended Uni- · counselor for the USF project the general high school popu- prove important in giving
.versity classes Quarter IV.
said, "Upward Bound on the lation - is exceeding well emotional support and mainUSF campus is different, in · above the average drop out taining motivation.
ED, ALONG with 229 teen- th t
f th f
t
e ew . ra e.
.
"Even with financial aid·,
agers from underprivileged , a we are one o
groups who search for colIN AN OVERVIEW of their most of the students will have
families, resided in Beta Hall. · 1eges to :ma·t ch the m
· d.!VJ"dua1. fir.st · yea,r of operation with to tighten their· belts, shop for
The program which is
"We PJaced m
· d"1v1'dua1s m
·
the 1967 graduates, the USF second-hand text books, and
·
· to staff found some guidelines work during university or colfederally funded through the co11eges
:from· caJiforma
Office of Economic Opportuni- · N
H
h.. · t · M. · ·
ew
amps ire o · 1am1. that ·haye helped them in lege vacation period s ,h
· ac- .. their planning.
ty, is designed to familiarize · some· of ' .th'e st u·dent s ··were
quipped a couple of Upwa_rd.
high school juniors · and set db · '
a
f
·
niors with a college environ- _c~p _e - Y as ;~a,n1, ,,s , ~J~ ?r ;, 1) Applying for admission Bound staff members in a ~ment. '
,
five colleges. · ··, .- ·. . .. : ·' ··• ' · ·· and financial aid cannot be cent magazine article. " These
Mrs. Marijo .McCormick, . THE STUJ;t~Nll'S aI_"e, tl/.~gJit . left" ..solely · up to the student. students are realizing th~fr
the proJect director, said ''We -~Y.the. to~ t~fch~rf~ri~!~f
2) Colleges are eager for capacities and growing ii:ito
select our students for a num- . tici_patmg;_ ·S.~ ·. co~~tiest _- s~e · the. students . when they. are · their own best selves," thef "
added. Eighty per cent of_tli.Ei'.' admissable.
added.
bez: of reasons. Some have • teachers:· have their ' masters
good grades and poor test · degree and . tli.ree ' have: their
scores; while others have the doctorate: · ., :
·
·
·
"If ever we natl a motto -k .
opposite. °There are niany :Oroken homes (30 per cent have would be t~ _help the s_tu_.~erits '.~~:_:/~
.
only one parent), arid students t
h 1 th
1 "
· d ''\l
have no place to ~tudy. Some- o e p
emse ves, d ,ai_. : )'lfu

par"\

F:::==============-- ----,...;..;_

KON ICA

~~,-,!:~-::i~il:1I ··..·.:,-.··E·EMAT
IC/]-1" /· .,.-.-.

!m:. ~~';,::!:.:::ti:: .

spent on school work, and po!ential. •We_ are _-Iosi?g,<oiii• •
some because they have .ad- . chief resource whic)l 1s :· peo- .. 1~Wl _ . . .
,:"
justed academically but not ple"
~~ · R
r
·
$ ·
··
socially.
T·h.
· ··
·' : : · -~'N
egu ar . 90,QO
·
~
1s : past year. the :-,USF [~ . · ,
.
TWENTY • THREE of the . Upwar~ Boimd pl~ced\ ~t~-,
students were enrolled at USF · - dents m 24 c;ol!E!g~, ,t wium- !Ml--~~ ~
1
quarter IV. They studied- be- . va,te_ corporate : traming. / prp-,:,1 IP
-✓ ,_r,
:
; :
·..
havioral . science, · functional grams, one· -technical -school, :. .• ·.
· -. ·,
-=
•
English and mathematics.
and two adu_lt, . voc~tional . ,
~
~
I ..
The others were enrolled for schools.
~
·
• .
·
eight weeks in a pre-college
THE YEAR before, counsel.program to strength.en their ors placed 73 high school -se-, l;1·~ .
poor academic backgrounds niors in 20 institutions, • ·
~ .·
.1..~
I.-!~
and to prepare them for UniEighty per ceqt of the 1965, -~
$;7.
versity level courses.
·
and 1966 Upward Boµnd stu- '-~ ·\
i;
They studied communica- dents graduated from , high
·,.
tions, mathematics, science, school and left their Upward·
humanities, nature of man Bound programs .and entered
and physical education. .
college m the fall of 1967. ·.
• - _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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. Conutiori courtesy demands
. sqfu.~times prote profitable; that ;borrowed clothes be red'ne girl decided that her coat turned washed and ironed,
need_ed · dry-cleaning, so she · ,and in the saine condition as
lent . it out one night. When when . they were lent. A few
the coat was returned, the · · girls 1 don't .{9llow this rule,
owner claimed . ·t hat it h~d . an.d they_ return clothes unbeen soiled. ' Th~ girl, obJig. . washed and wrinkled.

ingly,. had ;it·c1ry-clea.ned· arld "' ·•. :.~ ··
returned as good as new.
. · ·· · ..· · ' ',,
·· ·
A" SPEQµi:,: outfit may

:· .._=:~-

~

·

·

So if'you want the shirt off
your roommate's back ..,,. be
sure to return it clean.

Stude:rit Riots·. Predicted
..Fo.
r -~·lorida
Schools
: ·~
.
.

' .

. . . ..

. .

\

More~ stµMn.t1 demonstra. tions -h_a ve·:been predicted by
Univer.~ity adtp.inistrators and ·
. students'·across,the State.
"W,e are in i:h~ most potens .
·tially explosivei: time 'we've
ever·-been in," Harold E. Aldrich-;' student · editor of the
Florida Alligator; said.
U&:Jf president John s. Allen
. sai~;' !le had_.hopes that · there

wouldn't be any protest at the
school. "Of course, you can't
get 12,000 or 13,000 people together without having some
like this radical," he said.
Most university officials
have taken steps to open new
channels to• students so they
can have their say without
pµblicizing their . problems on
pi_cket signs .

Collins Claims
SA's Support
. Former Gov. LeRoy Collins
claimed last week that he bas ·
the endorsement of all the stuqent body presidents of the
State's Universities.
The former governor,.one of
the most education minded
governors of the State, set
this . as an example that he
has the support of the young
voters of Florida.
· Collins , who established the
educational television commission which Florida pioneered
in the- n?-tion, is seeking a seat
in the U.S. Senate.
:
Scott · Barnett, , president
SA ·here; .,..s aid Collins had his ·
approvai beca'use "-0f, his in-·
terest and work on behalf.-of
educati~n in Florida.'( ·· .

··(Piping Hot -t<,
•·and DeliciousJ.'

I

of

Remember the Big Shef
you enjoyed here on ·
Registrati9n, Day~? You
· can ·enj9y .i't every day,
anytime,.at ,Burger
Chef.
.
.

. .I

l·,<

' f.or pric&-is-rig

1. ·.

t ·. ·
". Attache ·cases.
' t
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'

3814 SOU·TH DALE MABRY

-r
-

,~,'f>with·an economy price ·,t ag. It will even last through .that

(' t ·-fifth rear in college (yes, your Master's) becausa'Tufida
t.,i:-,, is-guarant~ed five full ye~rs. Amazing, Tufide·i~;ks'and ·
i?:'. f~els like leather yet outwears leather s ·to l. Classic in
~::.-: :" s~le, an all-purpose ca~~ that's fully lined.;,_ . has three
,-f,(~;_pockets in the lid - ye~, and _quality brass,plated locks,·
· · ( sturdy ~arrying band.le. ·size 17'' x 11¼• x ~¼". Yo~r
.choice of,"in''. colors. Did we say, "price-i~•right?" Usten, :·

Reg. 16.50 -

25.00 ,

I~:,.,_

.

~

.

· : g_lad to •:
see,youl

INSPECTION, CURIOUS SATISFACTION, SELFIMPRQVEMENT, AND .SPIRITUAL UNFOLDMENT, WE -SPECIALIZE JN
BOOKS ON THE- FOLLOWING SUBJECTS:

. .. .

.

~

USF·Bookstore _

;

I

,
.
CANDLES .. INCENSE .- . CROSSES-. -. BIBLES . . GREETING CARDS
. · ~iSYMBOLIC J EWEL RY .. NAPKINS .• HYMNALS . .• CHURCH FUR~ .
NiTURE :,
.
-· ·
·
-·
-

ANY ITEM NOT -IN-STOCK.WI-LL BEO.RDERED·FOR YOU I MMEDIAT ELY.

'·

.

,',
I

HAPPINESS . '.. _ HEALTH - DIET I YOGA ; •
DREAMS .• RELIGIOUS .. ASTROLOGY .•. N U·._,_ .,·'-'ME.R OLOGY •. PALMISTRY .. PSYCHOLQG:Y -. ~
ESP ' .. RE I NCARNATION .• KARMA .• WEALTH. SU8CESS .. MYSTICI SM: . BLACK & WHITE ARTS _
t:· '. } ) i .R.E . . • UNITY •. · ROSI CRUCIANS : •• Mu·
· ATLANTIS
P ROPHECY
HANDWRITING
" ANALYSIS. :· . HYPNOSIS.

Wlf ALSO CARRY SUPPLIE& SUCH AS:

.' .•

,

FOR.. ·; ✓" !,OUR

.}":

$16 95 ,.••

TO-' . ,

We're always .

· BR1rroN·.PLAZA--.. .

PL\JS MANY MORE ON M~TA~HYSlCAL, RELIGIOUS, AND OCCULT·
'SUBJECTS. SEND FOR OUR FREE c·ATALOGUE•

$9.95·
-:., ;.

REFLECTION-

.

'·:··. ·so you haven!t a •fortune Jo spend ori·an· attache-casel
'
. ~
'·.y;> H~re's -~ne_ i~ Stebco .Tufide that will do you proud.._

• ·>. •
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· By JUDY 1PINKSTON
·. make . the rounds of I several
SiaH Writer ,
girls. .It may show ·up at difWhen . a·, girl \ omes (o •c~I- :, f~re_nt : places on different
·1ege, she no longer ne·eds a . g1rJs. It's no wonder some
ful:t supply of"clothing to' be · · boys feel that they've dated
.
. "··
well-dressed. What clothes she ' the ·. same ·dress somewhere
__...,-, , .. :.· '.;;~•<, . Mesn't 11a-ve."'.-sne can'.· oon-ow ·"'" b
t· ,.,w- ·~ ,._ -' • --- •.
I/
~~,'\\fidfiFhet?ttiends 'in th~ dorm. ·.·- -e ore. .. '. .
C =· , .. >,
' • ·
·,., / 0
' • · ·' · '
·
Arguments often r €s'it Ft
. µirls · . no~:}bnly borrow . f_rom borrowing clothes. There
"'' . clot.hes Itom> ea.ch other., ,but is always the chance. that a
·
··
·
·. ? ·· ;'#i"eJ.; wearJ q~ir ,~oyfriends' a~ . drink cir f0<1d could be·spil!led,
:·f
_well; .A Jew.,years ago, .a boy . ahd then the article' may ) i~
., ·
, · ··
ga.vi' hi!f-' gir}liis ring; : today . , ruined. A girl lent :her ·oest
9303 56th
he ~i:ves lier': 4is shirt. One . c;ocktail dr.ess for a .spec;ial
Temple Terrace ShoppiJ\tC'~l)terc:;:;;)i~lr-1 even ~~s :: ~ collectio~ of party only to have it returned
' ~~·t· ,,-·, /<. ""r •.,,: ,,-'i: ?~R:)the ·sh1_rts-- she's rec_e1ved > with•an irreparable cigarrt?tte
79
Ph. ~88-~ 8. ~-:._;-v·r~ · ·:· • ti" ~.!c-r\ •l.'l f,ifii. he_r v~rfoiis boyfriends. hole. .
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0R,l\..CLE CLASSIFIED ·1'DS

~

Scholarship .Test
Set For Tuesday

Co-Op Program
One Of Largest
\

.

USF has one of the largest special loan and emergency
Temple Terrace. 3 Bdr., 2 bath C
d
·
CLASSIFIED
contemporary. Family rm., fire.!
ooperative E ucat1on pro- loans for the Co-ops · which
ADVERTISING RATES
place, central AC. Open living_ grams in the Southeast and · guarantees that they are
One time only:
3 line
______ __ _____ _____ 50 area oriented · toward shaded, . the only one open to students never stranded.
fenced yard. Near Riverhills in all major areas of study.
·
The .program directors folEach additional line
Co-op gives students the op- low recommendations of the
' 15 Elem., park, shopping, USF.
Repeated:
Large lot. Assume 4½% mort- portunity to blend theory and Student, Co-op Council, . a
2 to 4 issues .... ..... _•. •45*
* gage or refinance. · FHA $1000.
More than 4 issues .. . . •• ·40 down. $20,000. 407 Courtney Dr, practice and gain prof~ssional group elected each term· from
•Per 3 lines
988-4205.
experience in his field. The students who have returned
2 P.M. Friday Deadline
BSA 1966, 650cc Custom •bike. program is not a financial aid .· from assignments. •A Faculty
Room Ctr. 224 Ext. 620, 618 1500
Mi. Joe Hunt Mag. Mint
·
condition. Unique deal $850 or program even though the stu- • Co-op Co1,mcil also advises the
3. FDR RENT
car. Wife says "Either me or dents have an average income director of the program.
Brahmans Swing At Street Dance
Students -interested in applyRooms in private home: Near the bike." After 2:30-, 988-3707. of $100 a week while on training may sign up in E~G 37.' or
USF. Upper ·level male students 7. HELP WANTED
ing assignments.
USF swing at t~e Street Dance held last Friday in front of
the University Cent.er. The Dance, sponsored by the UC Pro-·
~~~~~ulty. Immaculate. Call Hostess, Cashier, Kitch~-n help.
APPµCANTS ARE NOT re- phone ext. 171 for informagram Council and featuring Buck and the Reaetions, was part
.
Enjoy to work in one of Flor- quired to file any financial aid tion. An information ·session is
Low.er Duplex, attractively fur- ida's finest seafood restaurants.
held · each . Wednesday at 2
of the Welcome Weekend Activities. On Saturday students
nished. $1:15·includes util. adults. Opening soon. New • England statements. They are. elected p.rp.
dance to the beat of the Mama's Boys in the Gym.
902-?5th Ave. Phone 988-3065.
Oyster House - Dale. 1'4abry - for the value the assignment
Tampa, Fla. Full or Part Time mai have toward their_profeswork. Good pay hospitalization, · l ed t·
l
.5. FOR SALE
vacations. Send Information to: siona
uca iona program.
COUNTRY HOME FOR SALE New England Oyster Hou_se
'. During recent training peri5 acres with Modern CB Home, 1500 South Pasadena Ave.
ods, students have been on un'/
2 Bedrooms, 2 Baths, Dining St. Pete., Fla.
usual assignments . . One •coed,
Rciom, Elec_tric Kitchen, Open Attn: Mr. Cacicedo
an art major, assisted in redecoration of Sen. Ted KenFireplace m Living Room. 15. SERVICES OFFERED
Large Screened patio with built·
in Barbeque Grill. Some Furni- FRATERNITJES! Book the Un- nedy's office in . the .Senate
~ure. Small Shop & Toolshed. derground Sound ~ The. MU~IC Office Building. Another stu197 cooperative education engineering. General E lectric Co., lor, · geography. Defense Pe rsonnel SupPrivate small stocked Pond. Ex- FACTORY. Phone 226•2853 , ·dent- helped redecorate the
Rome, Ga. - Martin Robinson, chemis- port Center, Philadelphia - Henry Dougstudents returned. to USF after try: Congressman Gibbons' Office, llas, industrial - management, Johnnie
pansive Lawns, Trees, Shrubs. Keith Fenwick.
White House. '
.
Washington,
D.C. - Larry Leiss, politi• Johnson, 111, pesron nel management;
Partly Fenced. Just 8 Mi. NW of - - - - - - - - - - - - - ,
,
spending the summer ·q uarter
science; Wayne Miller, Political Nor man McCord, industrial management;
USF Campus. -Priced at $27,500.
Other students have ,been on on a paid training assignment ca!
science.
·
John Wa lker, management. Food and
Drug Administration, U.S. Department of
Write Box 2099, RFD 4, Lutz,
Dutton H~nored
research projects· which have
SUSAN MARY TAYLOR, political Health, Education and Welfare, Atlanta
with an employer in business,
science. Gulf Life Insurance Co., Jack - - Marcia Pslak l, microbiology.
Fl~. 33549, or Phone 949-1933.
Dr. Richard E. Dutton, as-. taken them far out- into •t he
industry, or a governmental sonville - Robert Oh lwiler, managesociate prof~ssor of manage- Atlantic Ocean. They ·had Iib- ageni:y wherepy the students ment,. City of Hollywood, Hollywood, FOOD AND DRUG Administr ation, U ,S.
Fla. - Alan Klose, geography. Honey- Depa rtment of Health, Educat ion a nd
ment, has been selected for -erty ports in Puerto Rico and gained experience in their area well,
Richard
St. Peterburg - Charles · Gaudi, Welfare, Washington, D.C. chemistry; Joseph Higginson,
inclusion in the 11th edition of Trinidad. These students were · of professional interest. Be- finance; Don a I d Link, finance- Corliss_,
management.
Hospital
&
Welfare bacteri~log y; Allen· Hochstetler, chemis•
Diane Howarth, zoology; Alphonse
American Men of Science.
also on aerial assignments
Board, Tampa - Nadfa Holly, soclolo- try;
Lamberti, . zoology; William Logan, J r .,
· over the Gulf of Mexico and sides the experience ?nd the .gy. International Business Machines, zo?logy;
Keith Temp leman, •chem istry;
Huntsville - Richard Fahey, accountto some of the labs of the U.S. blending of · theory and prac- - ing;
Jay Nolt, accounting. International Mike Star ling, chemistry. Genera l Services
Admin
istration, Atlanta The
Associate Nai,,ed
Food and Drug Administra- tice these students had a total Nickel Co., Huntington, West Va. - F~irc loth, history;
Rayne! Otero, polllicaf
John Harris, chemistry. Juveni le & Do- science. General Ser
gross
income
of
more
than
vices
Administration,
Dr. Jefferson C. Da:vis Jr., ifion.
mestic Relations Court, Tampa Wash_ington, D.C. - Larry Vancleave, in•
.
Joyce Kirchman, social science.
dustrial management. Internal Revenue
associate professor. of chemis·OTHER STUDENTS have $2~6,_000.
S. H. Kress, Tampa - Julian Owens, Service, U.S. Depar tmen t of the Treatry, was named a: staff ·associMeanwhile, more than 125 mar~etlng. Manatee National Bank, sury, . Tampa - John P itcher, J r., acate iri.th the Advisory, Council·• ha'd · th'e opportunity of work-. other students went out on co- Bradenton - Stephen Swihart, business count mg. NASA, Goddard Space Flight
,Montanari Residential Center, Greenbelt, N)d. - Car l Barth
for . College . Chemistry at ing with astronauts at the operative education. assign- Tadministration.
'
reatment Center and Clinical Schools; electrical engineering.
,
,
· Manned Space Craft Center
Hia leah, . Fla. -_ Carol Ruppertsberger,
NASA, KENNEDY Space Center ' stamford .UniversityJaSt sum- nuear Houston. Still others ments for the fall quarter with special education. · M. A Mo ntenegro & David
. Br own-, electrical engineering;
Co., Tampa - James Poekert, Jr., ac- Bruce Crane, mechanical englneerinQ;
_m_er_·----~----- · .have been on the. 'crews that 66 employers, including 24 gov- counting; Charles · Willi 9 mson, Jr., ac- Gene Deleo, business-math; William
counting. Princeton-Penn'sylvania' Acccel- Dennison, accounting ; Ja mes F ink, ma rernmElntal
agencies,
scattered
checked out the Saturn rocket
Princeton, N.J. - Ghazi Abou l- keting; Mike Hampton, management;
throug_hout . 15 states and the erator,
hosrr,
electrical engineering, Smith, Elaine Reaves, accounting; John Schmitt,
· at·cape Kennedy.
Braley ·& Johnson, Tanipa - Charles industrial managemet n; Robert South•
District
of
Columbia.
Of
the
· Students interested in the
Meis sier, accounting/ SIT\ith-Douglas Di• wick, mechanical engineering; Mike Sum_Borden Chemical Co., P lant City ner, elect rical engineering ; LawrenCe
Co-op Program should apply total, approximately 16 p e r -vision,
William Berry, chemical engineering. Tanner, mechanical engineer ing.
·early .for the greatest selec- cent were .women. ·
SOUTHERN BELL Telephone & Tele-·
NASA, Manned Spacecraft Center,
Co., Jacksonville - Don Binder, Houston - Marshall Heath, eiectrical en,
These stl_ldents represented graph
tion of employers. They will
mathematics. Standard Oil of Kentucky, gineering. NASA, Ma rshall Space Flight
be required to have at least 45 all of the four upper level: col- Tamp• - Robert Glazier, marketing; Center, Hu ntsville - Wil liam Calmes,
i,c ha r d Griffith, economics• J r ., industrial technology; Keith Grey,
· hours with a C or better aver- leges in the Univer~ity as well R
management. City of Tampa Civil Ser- speech-Spanish. NASA, Wallops Station,
vice
Board, Tampa - Robert Lazer, Wallops Island, Va. - John Nash, phys. age before entering a ,training as ,the College of Basic Studies, psychology.
City of Tampa Comptrol· ics. National Pa rk Service, U.S. Depart· as follows: 44 from the College ler's Office, Tampa - Mrs. Susan ment of the interior, New York - Glenn
assignment.
I
Padburg, mathematics. Tampa Electric Brewer, history; Bob Schiller, history.
Since many assignments re- of Liberal Arts, 42 from the Company; Tampa - Jimmy Chumney, Nat ional Pa rk Service, U.S. Department
engineeering; ·Lawrence Mor- of the Interior, Washington, D.C. - Donquire a security clearance, College of Engineering, · 29 ·electrical
rissey, electrical engineering; John ald Clossey, social sciences; Thomas
which takes as much as three from the College of Business Mulder, electrical .engineering; Richard Johnson, biology : James Schwartz, busi1
'
industria l engineer ing; Richard ness administration. ·
to four mo.nths at times to ob- Administration, and 10 from Smith,
Tabbutt, engineering; Ludovicus VanNAVAL AIR Rework Fac ility, Jackson•
Den
Bogaert,
niechanical
engineering.
tain, freshmen should sign up the College of EduFation, plus
ville - William Price, electrical engl•
. Naval Ship Research & Develop•
. during fall , quarter, even severa~ from • the ·College of TaT~;;';'° j Sh:fob:rr~ald~s, D~~du~;r~~I neering
ment Center, Washington, D.C. - Dennis
Myers,
· electrical engineering.
Naval
management.
The
Tampa
Times,
though, they will not be going Basic Studies.
Tampa J effrey Bruce , English- Training Dev ice Center, Orlando - Ar;
on
assignment
until
Quarter
thu
r
Smith,
mechanical
eng
ineering.
The Tampa
Tribune,
Journa llsm .
BEAUTY SALON
The ' employers JOmmg with Tampa
Office of Eudcation, U.S. Department of
Doran Cushing, sociologyIII or IV.
Health, Education and We lfare, Washing9303 56th Street ,
the University. in the program lournallsm.
ton, D.C. Earline Bass, EnglishTEMPLE TERRACE SHOPPING CENTER
STUDENTS ON C 0-0 P
U.S. PHOSPHORIC Pr oducts, Tampa education; Darlene Cardin, elementary
Ph: 988•279&
Blevins, chemical engineeer- education;
should register by mail when and the students assigned for . -Ing.Albert
Bonnie
DuPuis,
EnglishUniversity of South Florida, Tamp- education; Barba ra Hofer, Amer ican stuoff. campus. There are also the fall. quarter include:
ta - Library, Laurel Re itz, anthropolo- d ie~-Englis h; Suzanne. Johnson, special

Co·-Op Stud·ents· Come And Go
197 Worked During Summer

~

AEtna Surety & Casualty, Tampa Mike .Allred;" Industrial management;

I

.

RIDE WANTED!
To St. Petersburg:

I
'.

'

\

Wednesday Afternoon
Thursday Afternoon
Friday -Afternoon
,

I

I

I

I
I

for Oracle Copy1

TO TAMPA

(from St. Pete)

Monday Morning
friday Morning

WE WILL PAY $2.00 PE~ TRIP FOR ANY

ST. PETElSBURG COMMUT.R

-Ccill R. Pat Hill
Ext. 620, CTR 222

Mike Bla,ir, ·. Ec9nomics. The Boeing
Company, ·cocoa · Beach - James, Ful. ford, engineering: · Bramlet Manufacturing corpQration, St. Petersburg - Lynn
Richard, Jr., engineering. Chrysler corpor.ation, New Orleans - Mike Boyle,
math-educ. ··clerk of the Circuit court,
•. Tampa ....: Mike Kann·ensohn, polltlc41
s cience. Leroy Merk.le, ~lstory. Continental Baking . Company, Tampa DavldlMacsay, mar keting. Corps of En•
· g lneers, :ramp• ·- Rodnt!y Ghloto, civil
engineering.
ELECTRONIC
COMMUNICAT.IONS,
Inc., S_t, Peters burg - William Blomgren, el~trical engineering; Wayne · Hun•
te r, e lectrical ' engineering ; Jock Lam•
phear, J r., electrical engineering; · Joseph _ Miller, e lectrical engineering;
. Barry Timmons, electrical engineering.
Encepha litis . Research Center, Tampa
.-:- Dale Collins, biology, Florida Power
Corporation, St. Petersburg - Mlchoel
Nores, electrical engineering; Steven
Tru s t Y,
mechanical
engineering,
F lorida Stale Road Department; · Bartow - George .Kondelin, civil engineering.
·
FMC Corporotlon, Lakeland - WII•
Ham Ayers, mechanlcol e ngineer ing ;
Kenneth Higginson, Jr., Industr ial engineering. Ford Motor Company, Atlanta
Sidney McCord, •mechanical engf.
neering. Ford ~otor Company, Dearborn - J effery McGllvary, mechanical

College students taking the
October examination w i 11
compete for scholarships vacant during the 1968-69 term
and will be 'notified in December as to whether or not they
will receive an award.
All individuals being tested
are required to bring .a regular pencil to the examination.
The test does not require special pencils. Ball point pens
may not be used.

To Meet Today

CENTER 1: Plant High
School, 2415 S. Himes Ave. All
students should be seated in
the cafeteria by 8 :30 a.m. Students.should park in the roped
off area on the baseball field.
Enter from San Miguel Street.
Attendants will direct parking. If you park elsewhere you
may not be able to get your
car after testing.

Veteran's Club
The USF Veteran's Club
1
will have its first meeting of
the quarter today at 2 p.m. in
the University Center (CTR)
201.
Membership in the Veteran's Club is limited to USF
students who have completed
181 days or more of active
duty in any branch of the
armed forces with an honorable discharge.
At the meeting, there will
be a brief orientation and
nomination of officers. Dues
will be collected at the meeting also.
Just a

HOP,

SKIP,
And a

JUMP!

CENTER 2: Leto ·Comprehensiv~ High School, 4409 W.
Sligh Ave. All st udents should
be in the auditorium by 9 a.m.
Students should park in the
grassy area west of the faculty lot. There will be students
to direct parking.
CENTER 3: Plant City High
School, 701 Woodrow Wilson
Street, Plant City. Students 1
are to report to the main ·lobby by 8 :30 a.m. Someone will
be there to dfrect you to the
I

World Travel
Center
FOR TICKETS
AND RESERVATIONS

,.., Airlines
,.., Cruises
, ,_ Tours

TERRACE

..

testing . area. Students may
park on the streets, not on
school lots.
For further information applicants should call Dr. R. A.
Urbanek, ext. 785.

THERE ARE tl;iree testing
centers and applicants may
go to the most convenient one:

1

f

The 1968 State General
Teaching and Exceptional
Child Teaching Scholarship
examination will be given
Tuesday. The . examina-tion requires .70 minutes net testing
time and will be administered
between 9 and 11 a.m. Scores
from a previous scholarship
examination may not be u·sed.

.

gy; . ProC:urement, · Tom Hasty, .political edu_catlon ; Mrs. Barba ra Logan, e remen·science; southea stern Materia ls, J a m~s 'ta rv- e du cation ; Michelle Miller; psycliolo•
Driscoll, education. Dr. Oswald Wei-ner, gy; Joan Reiter, special education .... Ten~ t
Dept. of Anthropology, Evanston, Ill. nessee Valley Author ity, Knoxville ,::. Wil•
Judy Breuggeman, anthropology. West- liam Shoffsta ll, civil engineering; Robert
inghouse Corp., Tampa - Wa lter Ha- Wilde r, mechanical engineering.
zelwood, industrial engineering.
U.S. ARMY Missile Command, Hunts.
v ille - William Bailie, mechanical engl•
U.S. FEDERAL AGENCIES
Air Force Eastern Test Range, Patrick neerlng ; William Packer; electrical engiAtr Force. Base, Fla . - Thomas Knox, neering; Ernest Rivard, management:
electrical ; engineering. Bureau of Com- U.S. coast Guard, Alexandria, · Va. mercial Fisheries, U.S. Department of Loren Kelly, electrical engineering. U.S.
the Interior, Mia mi, - Denn is Blad , zool- Coast Guard, Washington, D.C. - Marga,
ogY. · Bureau of CommerClal F isheries, ret Miller, lib ra ry eaucation.
More than 120 employers are currently
U.S. Department of the Interior, Pasca·
goula, . Miss. - ·Gregory Welsh, marine seeking students to join in cooperative
biology. Central Intelligence Agency, U.S. education a ssignments for Quarter II
Department ' of Defense, Washington, D.C. which runs from Dec. 26 t hrough March
~ Norman Ferguson, mathematics; Rich- 21, 1969. Students interested should make
ard 'Schwartz, mathematics; Ph11ip Tay- application in the Co-op Office, ENG .37,

Anywhere - Anytime

Fletcher Av~. at 22nd St.
Phone 935•1400

NO SERVICE
CHARGE
P,HONE 877-9566
~

S/j
World Travel Center
2624 Hillsboro Plaza
'Tampa, Florida

The Yellow-Billed Wordpicker
doesn't write words.
It helps you remember them.

ELCOME

(

_Varsity
Cleaners

And
laundry

SPECIAL-

STUDENT PRICES
STAFF DISCOUNT

ARGOS LINEN ROOM
ANDROS LINEN ROOM
FONTANA LINEN ROOM.

·'

1cker is a marking pen
$, gl~ans words,. and
highli
.
II in bright yellow. You don't
µse it to write down the words you have to
remember. You use it to write over them.
The Yellow-Billed Wordpicker.
It reminds you how smart you should be.
And for 49c, you shouldn't have to b e $ ¥
reminded to 'buy one.

Octo_ber 9, 1968

'Greasepaint': Study
In Ruthless Power
Theatre USF's first major
production "The Roar of the
Greasepaint, The Smell of the
Crowd" is now in rehearsal.
The play, by Leslie Bricusse
and Anthony .Newley, will be
presented on the Centre Stage
(TAR 120) October 25, 26;
Nov. 1, 2 and 8, 9.
" 'Greasepaint" b a s i c a 1-ly shows what happens to a
society when someone ruthless gets into power," said
Jack Belt, director.

~

salesmanship and power of
suggestion - Sir uses suggestion on him like a hypnotist
would his subject.
Cocky considers himself
inferior because of h i s
upbringing and background
and is led by Sir to think
wealth, power, and prestige
belong to a certain group of
people having superior backgrounds.

Sir
"C0NSEQ{iENTLY,
keeps Cocky, The Kid, and
the Urchins enslaved by making them believe tliey are in•
ferior and deserve to be dominated by someone of higher
stature.
"The game that is being
played here is symbolic of all
, the games we play in real
life," Belt continued. . "Sir
The recently announced plays a garpe with Cocky that
"Women's Perspective" lec- is entitlea 'I've Got You Now,
ture and discussion series be- You Son of a Bitch,' in Eric
ginning Oct. 16 has already Berne's book 'Games People
reached lllO per cent subscrip- Play.'"
I
tion.
"Greasepaint"
The cast
USF officials said that no includes: Robert Prest O n
more applications can be re- Stoner (Cocky), Terry Beaver
ceived for participation in the (Sir), Mimi Golfman (the
series. Conducted on the Kid), Judy Jenks (the Girl),
Tampa campus ·under the Ralph Ragan (The Bully),
USF Center for Continuing Otha Favors (The Negro),
Education, the series will run and Jane Banks, Carol Bisfor five weeks. Some ,40 choff, Nita Laca, Pamela
Tampa Bay area women have Mackey, Cherry McIntyre,
Linda Priester, Karen Spadasigned up for _the sen·es.
cene, Bunny Town and Wendy
Wright (Urchins).

for

PRESCRIPTIONS
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The Urchins In 'Roar Of. The G·reasepaint'
----------- 11
;fil:i

Grubby Little ·urchins
In 'Greasej:,aint' Cast
By MAXINE KAMIN
Fine Arts Editor

, i~

··••I;

f1i

"IT'S ABOUT a big man
(Sir) who walks all over little
people (Urchins, The Kid, and
Cocky), he explained.
"Cocky ls a victim of Sir's

Lecture Series
Closes Rolls

THE ORACLE, U. of South Florida-11
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I
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I
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.
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· •• and ''The
s1eeves• Mag1c,
American Dream.''
She worked Summer Stock
'at East Carolina University
this summer, doing such musicals as "Guy~· and Dolls,"
and "The King and I."
A finalist in the Miss
Tampa Pageant, opera singer,
and pianist, Nita confesses
that she lil~es doing "Greasepaint" because she "loves to
dance and hop around... "

I

Ma_n," wliile ~he was at camp.
.
.
. JANEBANKS
.
student
·transfer
a
is
Jane
"Urchins are tiny little
from Miami-Dade Jr. College.
street gang kids, full of exubShe was active in the theatre
erance and personality, who
~~
department there · playing
are always scheming," says
~ ~-;>..
Nancy in "H i g h Button
Carol Bischoff.
Shoes" and going on tour to 14
"They are cute, grubby litelementary schools and an Inthe . kids like Oliver Twist,"
dian reservation with the chilsays Wendy Wright.
dren's version of " Don
Karen Spadecene describes
Quixote of La Mancha.''
them as impulsive, filthy children full of inborn wisdom.
She also did Summer Stock,
PAMELA MACKEY
The reason a definition of
RUSSELL WHALEY, Chairat the Parkway Playhouse at
stutransfer
a
is
Pamela
man of · the Theatre Depart- , "Urchin" is be(ng sought: urthe University ot Greensboro,
Fremacs classic button-down
ment is designing costumes. chins are a vital part of Thea_. dent from Palm Beach Jr. performing in "Music Man,"
at Its finest. Every
1hirtsmanshlp
TEMPLE TERRACE SHOPP ..NG
AL CRANDON'$ "66" · Susan Stran(lberg is Stage · tre USF's first major produc- College where she played Abi- ·"The Skin of Our' Teeth," and traditional feature. Newest
the
Crucible,"
CENTER
"Th~
in
gail
,
the
of
Roar
"The
tion,
is
Ragan
Ralph
and
Manager
Fletcher at 30th
colors, distinctive slripings, and
Greasepaint, The Smell o,f the mother in "David and Lisa," "Look Homeward Angel.''
____________. · her assistant.
all in Permanent Press.
"I Joye 'Greasepaint' and
GOOD WEDNESDAY ONLY
and was chosen to tour with
Crowd."
Short Sl11v11 5-6,00 , ,
Carol, Wendy, and Karen the Palm Beach cast of "Tom have W/inted to do it ever
OCT. 9th
since I saw the Broadway pro~
Long Sleeve, 6-6,50
are all Urchins along with ' Jones."
She h~s also done som~ stw- duction," she says.
.:)"ane Banks, Nita Laca, PamHOME OF THE
••• wnor, your
ela Mackay, Cherry McIntyre, dent -directing and .stage man* * ..
CRAZY LITTLE TAILORS .
aging.
SchievDiane
Priester,
Linda
,.,
There you have the Urchins.
"I love 'Greasepaint' " says They have their .own individuella and Bunny Town.
"In r.elation to their overall ' Pam, "and am really enjoy- al•personalities and their own
iring Your Nexf Premiplion To Us
function in the play, Urchins ing doing it.''
ideas ·of what an urchin
CHERRY McINTYRE
provide dancing and singing
should be.
Sherry made her debut at
and bring out .the underlying
But they ·an have one thing
philosophy of 'Greasepaint' by USF in "Adventures in the in common: they "love doing
being the underdogs - people Skin Trade."
'Greasepaint,' " and are havShe has been in many ing ."a lot of fun" participatdominated by Sir, a power
512 Franklin 51reet
BRITTON PLAZA ,
hungry force who represents Speech and Theatre produc- ing in the cast of the play.
the est_a:blishment," says Jack tions including "M Company " "Greensleeves Magic "
Belt, director.
. What k!n_d of girls are p!ay- "L,ysistrata," and "P-a i ~ t
'
I , }~g~0 1~evi,I1~q_-, grubby little ·Your·Wagori."
" 'Paint Yours' was': fuh/'
·kids. _,: • ·
says Cherry, ''but the most
CAROL BISCHOFF
fun I had was ·when I played a
Is
She
USF.
to
new
is
C~rol
...
.
EAs·r FOWt_ER AVf.•
l ·
LAKESIDE
,a~ freshman· ~nd . considers cynical 13 year old in .'Greenl
~
ACADEMY
''' GteasepaiiW·• an invaluable sleeves' and wore a Eab.u¢hka,
.f.
! . ••>"~ . ~-'-·
~
' ' "
· ·
:.e~perience. "It's so· much fun on my head.
''My most outstanding pir· working with people in a ~show
'. , ,where you ·can open yourself formailce was when I played
.:UP·' by singing__and dancing,'' a Boaconstrictor in 'Animals
On the East Shore .of Beautiful Lake Magda?eng
. -. she -comments, "and it's nice and Images' ," she comments:
LINDA PRIESTER ·
. . working with the music and
ADMISSION:
Linda has no trouble ex-·
theatre people.''
'
plaining her acting career: '
NITA LACA ·
&
"I was in 'Bedbug and the
Nita is a senior who has appeared in the USF produc- Fireflies' uh, 'Biederman and
tions of: "Dark of the Moon," the Firebugs ,' 'Paint Your
OPENINGS AVAILABLE
"Paint Your Wagon," "A Wagon' (I didn't like to do the
CHILDREN 6·12 50e Funny Thing Happened on the jump rope dance - I was very
ADULTS $2.00
/ -~'i
IN THE
Way to the Forum," "Green- insecure about it because I
. was afraid my hair was going
.' ..
to fall off and ·my ,skirt too • BALLET
so I went behind the bar
Because we specialize in individual instruction which
•.. ), and 'M Company.'
• TAP
the development of the whole child in every
insures
"Now, due to my outstand• ACROBATIC
ing singing ability, I am in
facet of his growth, our enrollment will he limited! ·
'Greasepaint.'
• CHARACTER
Other offered information:
• MODERN JAZZ
1)- "My favorite actor is NOT
reading
concentrated
a
offers
· Our class fm, 5-year-olds
Paul Newman," and 2) " My
FRENCH TERMINOLOGY TAUGHT
readiness and numbers concept program and an inproudest possession is my '
IN ALL CLASSES
Ukrainian mother." ·
troduction to the language arts to develop the intelKAREN SPADECENE
,
, lect.
Karen played the lead in
'Lysistrata' and has performed
in "Greensleeves' Magic,"
Classes for the 3 and 4 year olds are designed to meet
GRADED SYSTEM
·"H.M.S. Pinafore," "Vi 1 e
.
abilities.
and
requirements
leve!
age
his
Bodies," "M Company," arid
"Taste of Honey."
CL~SSES FORMING
Her most rewarding experience was passing two of Dr.
ALL CLASSES INCLUDE ·
Popovic-h's courses with an
"A.''
1) An approach to phonetics and modem math!
· BUNNYTO\VN
2) French!
-Bunny is a transfer student
3) ·Formal danc_e l~ssons consisting of ballet, ,tap and. 1.
from Florida Atlantic Univer1
· •
. ·
•
·
sity. <;Jne reason she trans·
· acrobatic
fered is because there is no
· 4) Science!
drama department at Florida
5) Rhythm B~nd .- Basic inq-oduction ·to· _mu~ic
FOR
Atlantic and she. is interested
through the use of tonal octaves, singing,.
I
in drama and danc:e.
BOYS AND GIRLS OF FIRST GRADE ·
Bunny , has been the lead
meter and directing!
,
'
dancer in several community
6) Social Etiquette!
musicals including "Briga.
LAKE'
FROM
AVAILABLE
TRANSPORTATION
7) Crafts!
and
"Oklahoma,"
doon,"
MILES
CARROLLWOOD,
MAGDALENE,
8) Pai~ting.
·
"Carnival.''
TWIN LAKE ELEM. SCHOOLS.
9) _Field Trips.
_"I hope to graduate as a
performance - dance major,"
10) Physical Education.
says Bunny; " even though it
might take me the rest of my
life to get out of here !"
WENDY WRIGHT
Wendy is a freshman who
comes from Toronto, Canada .
IN ADDITION TO OUR REGULAR KINDERGARTEN WE HAVE ALL DAY CARE AVAILABLE
She worked for a year
FOR THOSE CHILDREN ENROLLED IN OUR KINDERGARTEN CLASSES!
teaching ballet and also
taught at a girls camp to earn .
enough money to come to
Faster absorbency. Longer protection: That's
I
USF.
the
Meds
new
with
get
you
security
the extra
"I came to classes with a
only tampon with this double-protection de~ign·
~ friend, " she explains, "a n d
◄t, . f
an outer layer of larger fibers that absorb in: ·
~
LAKE MAGDALENE
the people were great - 'so I
stantly, with an inner lc!yer of tiny fibers that
C"y"~
MRS. MARY ADAMS
worked to be able to come
store more, longer.
CIRCLE
DIRECT RESS
here."
' GO NORTH ON ROME FROM
ILll'l:H t
Wendy played Allison In
TRANSPORTATION
:. FLETCHER, TURN LEFT AFTER
IITA1'-11HID_UJ&·
[f
' 'The Lady's Not For BurnAVAILABLE!
SECOND POND
11.£,0S ANC, ftOOESS Al£ Ta&CENARB
-:
, Comes in the first genue, flexible plastic applicator•. · ·
ing," in Toronto and did the
OP HISOtW. NOOUCTS l;OIIPAIIY
choreography for "M us i c

JUST SHOW

~,

US YOUR STUDENT
.I.D.

TODAYI

F'RONTEND
·ALIGNMENT

G-o t·o ·EN GATE
SPEEDWAY

PRESCRIPTION

COSTS-You-LESS·!.

· · STOCK -CIR RACES

EVER·y FRIDAY. ·r•N·o. ,_. -·~ ·
SATURDAY AT 8:30 P.M.
STUDENTS SERVICEMEN

$1.50

SCHOOL OF ,_,;:-

DANCE

1

JUNIOR AND SENIOR

'KINDER GARTEN
FOR BOYS AND GIRLS
FOR·OCTOBER 1968

· 6, 7, 8 year old classes -·

<t
~~

A~NOUNCING!

~FTER SCHOOL CARE

scales,

AND

ATTENTION.: PROFESSIONAL MOTHERS!

CALL FOR
AN
APPOINTMENT

PH. 935-8191 ··
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t
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'
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IN 'MAYPOLE'

Covington Has Painting·
Chosen By N. Y. Museum

_Is Playing War Real?
A little boy playing war gets
shot with play bullets.
But he com es back with
real wounds and real bandages.
So begins 'The Maypole,' an
Experimental Theatre production to be presented Monday
a t 2 p.m. on the· Centre Stage
·
in the new Theatre.

sors should try to do the
same," he said.

By MAXINE KAMIN'
Fine Arts Editor

COVINGTON, a ·f ormer
"Administrators are often
' caught in ~ difficult trap," · Guggenheim Fellow: recipient
frowned Harrison Covington, of a Sloan Foundation Grant,
Associate Dean of the Divi- and winner of 14 awards in
competitive exhibition, has
sion of Fine Arts.
recently had a painting enti. "Because of administrative tled " Blue Wood," accepted
duties they become more and for the permanent collection
more removed from their of Contemporary American
original point of entry into the ' Paintings at the Everson Muacademic world . • . and it's seum of Art, . Syracuse,· ·New
a shame," Covington com- York.
mented.
The name "Blue Wood" r~
. "It's important for me to do fers to the color and the matepaintings and other creative rial used.
works because it keeps me in
The painting is heavily
contact with my field. I think textured and the figure is
all administrators and profes- done with pie·ces of wood.

COVINGTON

" 'Maypole' shows h o w
close playing war is to real
war," said Jill Slater, author
of the script.
Jill is a USF student who
got the idea for the play while
discussing a pop art war
about Vietnam in Dr. Iorio's
English class.
Jerry Achee portrays Geiger, the ·little boy who' gets

••~~:th~=:·

"I PREFER non-descriptive
titles so the viewer is able to
form his own impression and
come to his own conclusions
about a paintii:ig," Covington
,--.:._
explained.
"There have to be a variety
of meanings anc} I would not
want to take the privilege of
finding a personal meaning
away from anyone.
. " If you can tell people exactly the way things are
verbally, then there is no
point to the arts," he said.

TH.AT'S WHAT THIS AD IS WORTH WITH A $15

PURCHASE .AT THE

306 S. DALE MABRY

Everything In Leather

'

.

plays Danny
Craig, Geiger's friend who
has a headhunter father (John
Greco), an overly protective
mother (Barbara P arker),

·'Blue Wood:' · Harrison Coving.ton _

- WHAT DOES " Blue Wood"
· mean to Covington?.
"Any painting is one of a
sequence of events. I've been,
""All have a special signifi- man, shO\YS in :New York aµd
painting for a ' number of cance, !but there is a larger · Florida. •His paintings have
years and each work refers significance in terms of a se- been exhibited in the Museum
bac~ to all the works I have quence of events."
of M_o~~rn Art,.· New York
done before," he said.
Coyington has had ·17 one City, and ma ny .other museums across the nation.

.

I

COMPLETE

_<:.

T-BONE STEAK DINNER
$1.50

';,·

· ,;, '.;,. ·,

Frank and Rita's
RESTAURANT

Fletcher Ave. at 22nd

IN -AHURRY?

USF Photo

"All art h36 personal meaning for everyone," says Harrison.
Covington, Associate Dean of .the .Division of Fine Arts. Covington's painting 'Blue Wood' was chosen for the permanent
collection of Contemporary American Paintings at the Everson
.
Museum of Art, Syracuse, New York.
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and a pregnant girlfriend Lunny), whip in hand, l eads a
(Rusty Webster).
song: 'Kill Batter Shatter
General Figg (F r a n k
Morse), who believes it's
"If you want to see a show
a'bout time to retire from the that is proclaimed every''. business'' helps to further ·where as being representative
the war theme.
of today's life, go to New
"The idea of population ex- York and see 'Hair,' said
plosion enters into it also," Doug Kaye, director of 'Maypole.'- "Otherwise, come see
ex,plained Jill.
· "There is a classroom scene ·'Maypole' and save yourself a
where kids are on each oth- trip."
er's shoulders for lack of
"At any rate," Kaye said,
room and the teacher (Sue "it's unique."

WMY LEAVE CAMPUS

AND YOUR PARKING PLACE?
. ·usE·FACILITIES AVAILABLE
AT U.C. CAFETERIA.
)

SPEEDLINE (~1 _a.m.-2:15 p.m.)

Cast Selected· For
'The Child Is . Man'

Science Center

1

· Snack Bar

"The Child Is Man," the Wales," by _Dylan Thomas,
first major production pre- -" Catcher in the Rye," by
sented by the Speech Depart- J. D. Salinger, and Ray Bradbury's " Dandelion Wine."
ment for Quarter I, will open
Oct. 18 for a two-day run in · - .THE CAST includes: Dale
Anglu'nd, Pam Dameron,
the Theatre.
Dave Dyal, Barbara Lind,
Directed by Dr. Raymond - George Randolph, Martha
Schneider, the production will Tiller, Gene Burkett, Dan'
be an original chamber thea- Bleich and Cynthia Bledsoe.
.
, tre piece adapted from eight
Dr . Schneider said the promodern writings: "To Kill a
Mocking Bird," by Harp·e r duc'tion is set in· a hippie enLe~, "A Child's Christmas in vironment. It's the study of a
realistic hippie problem in her
commune. ' Her family of kids
in -her apartment is being interviewed by a reporter . . .
an_d in that context, the story
· emerges.

CAFETERIA LINE

BLUE TAG SPECIAL •••• , •••••••• , • • .75
(entree, veg., salad, bev., roll • butter • Milk
Sc extra)
Also A-La-Carte Selections
Everyday: lunch 11 a.m,.il :30 p.m.
Dinner 4:30 p.m.-6:30 p.m.
Three Entree Selections
Four Vegetables
Assorted Selection of Salads
Assorted Selection of Desserts
Assorted Selection of Beverages

Blue Plate Special.
75c ·
Assorted Sandwiches
35c■65c

Conveniently located
For You!!!

.

BALANCE YOUR BUDGET: EAT AT THE U.C.
COME EARLY OR LATE TO AVOID CROWDS.

See Ya At Frolics

Intermediate

Bridge l:'essons

Tuesday
Offered
,.
.
~

Only Sic would dore to torment a beauty like this. Not th_e-girl. ..
the pen she's holoing. It's the new luxury model Bic Clic ... designed
.for scholarship athletes, lucky t'cird players end other rich campus
5ociclites who con afford the expen'sive 49-cent price. ,
But don't let those del\cate good looks fool you.,Despite horrible punishment by mad scientists, the eleg_ont Bic Clic still wrote
first time, every time, ·
Everything you wont in a fine ,pen, you'll 'find in the new Bic
Clic. It's retractable. Refillable. Comes in 8 barrel colors. And iike
ell Sic-pens, writes first time, every time ••• no matter what devilish
. , ·
abuse sadi~tic student; devise for it.
Waterman•Bic fen Cor~rOtion, Milford, Connecticut 06460

Intermediate bridge lessons
will be given by Miss Jayne
'11homas, beginning Tuesday
. evening, in The Ashley Building, 5th floor, (across from
the new ppst office) in downtown Tampa.
The lessons will begin at 8
p.m. •and will include an hour
of individual instruction and
an hour of supervised play.
Thete will be a total of six
Tuesday lessons and tlie fee is

$10.
\-Reservations must be made
with' Miss Thomas at 229-0874.

•

••

•

I

ANNOUNCING NON-CREDIT SEMINARS fQ! QUARTER l
.

se·m inar 1

l

1

,

,_

love and Marriag,!t

. Analysis of mature love from a psychologictil - sociological per. spective with inquiry into such subjects as ''The New Morality and
·· Sexual Ethics," "The Art of Loving," "The ·Nuclear Family," "Marriage East and West," "Communication - A Sensitivity Question,"

"Self-Love-- The Achievement cf Individual Worth," and "Does The
Family Ha~e a Future:?"

" Resource Leader: Ren ,Russell
;-. -Thursdays, October 10 • Novemb~r 21, at·9:00 P.M. i,n University
, Center Room 200

Semi"ar 11 - Honest Religion. for Secular Man
: What mu.st be the religion of a Christian wh~ accepts the process
· :: -~of secularization and lives fully in the kind of 'N~rld into which God
.has led us? Is the Christian Faith relevant for Ii rirg in the lastthird
of the 20th Century? Is your faith relevant for your life in a secular
· university?'Tliis seminar is an opportunity to. deav with the nature
•of yourfaith in an open and honest fashion.

Resource leader: :R.obert Hcraood ·
---: ·Monday, October 7 at 4:0U P.M. 9t the Universit-y ~hapel Fellow•
✓- ··_ship

:- :'Seminar ·111 - On Becoming _H uman
life ·is an opportunity, a challenge, an aliveness. It is meantto be
lived. All of us are meant to be participants, not merely spectators.
And each cf us is meant ~o be a unique personality. This seminar is
designed to help you think about yourself and discover some pat.ferns cf thought and action that will help each person realize his
_
own uni_q ue potential.

·
Resource Leader: Robert Haywood
FellowMonday, October 7 at 7:00 P.M. at the University Chapel

. ship

Sponsored by·University Chapel F~llowship
CTR Box 2551 or call 988-1185

"THE-ONLY WAY I can explain it is tliat sometimes a
child·· makes a - sound . • a
sound that is so perf~ctly
human, it must be hearl A
chrld is sometimes a n;ian in
,
an interior undiluted way.
" Before a nxiety and passion
have marked him, before res
sponsibility and pride have
sha,ped him into a definite
role, before · embarrassment
and loneliness have made his
mask, a boy is sometimes a
man in a pure form.
"If he speaks or looks at
you, or' acts at that moment,
all · that is purely human,
uni4uely hmnan, only hwnan,
speaks or looks or acts. The
Child Is Man will try to say
this."
Dr. Schneider added: "This
is my first experience- with
·Chamber .Theatre at USF.
And I'm extremely excited
about the talent of the kids and their creativity."
The pro,duction will be free.

LOOKING
FOR THE NO. 1 COLLEGE INSURANCE P_LAN?
MEET THE MEN BEHIND IT

-

Politics Club
·.Me.e ,ts Today
, The first meeting. of the Pol( itics Club will be today'. at 2
p.m. ,in the , S o c i a.I Science
Building 128, sponsored by the ..., .
World Affairs Committee.
The purpo~e of _the c~ilb will ·
be _to create a n int~rest in politic~ on campus by means of
1) · bringing' to . campus inter.esting , speakers, 2) · facultystu:ctent dialogue on cri1:ical is. sues, and 3) , pro\tiding ,information and insight on numerous P,Olitical probletns ·by use
of the available expertise on ·
~ the faculty. . Some of the issues which
should ·be . treateg by the
students,- .the faculty, and
guest speakers are: U.S: Involvement in S.E. ,A s i a,
revolution in Latin American
arid· U:S. r esponse, America's
urban crisis, America's racial
crisis and the politics of the
Negro and political change in
the South, especially Florida,
the politics of the extreme
r ight and left (analysis of the
Wallace phenomenon in the
November electron as well as
the politics of SDS) , the current nature of the Soviet
threat, and America's -involvement in the Middle East.

)

JOHN MULLIS

JOE HOBBS

;

W:E·:of-FER ACHOICE •

•

• ASK THE OTHERS
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· I · _:_ •: " (1 .·wm ·they o,fer DIVIDEND and NON-DIVIDEND plans on the deferred
. 1
·
.payment plan?
I ·
_- (2) . Will_·they offer 20-P~y;. life p~id up at 60, 62 and Whole life?
_I, _
·. (3)- ·Do.they have th_e Highest National Rating?
I
1

(4) ·Do they operate Coast to Coast?
(5) .Do .they offer _additional Bonus Coverage for 20 years to COLLEGE
'MASTERS?

·. ·
:··

I'

* 10%

· 1- ·

·I·· ·''.:

All your mon~y back
.
.* 6% Interest
· • • Cash Value

.:
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Fidelity
Union
life

,« ster
Co\\eg~i.vi.a

Phone 988-1103
You Won't Find Us Floating Around
The UC - We Wo,rk_By Appointment

I

